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Can planned economy (economic regulation
through planning) and market economy (economic regulation by the market force) coexist? Some economists in the West believe
that the [wo cannot. These economists have
been elated by the recent reintroduction of
market economy in China, which they believe
will lead to capitalism. At the same time,
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Planning and Market Force

d fight ers.

spee

therefore worried about or angered at the new
trend in China.

Admitting that the present restructuring of
China's economy does represent theoretically
a step backward, Xue Muqiao, one of China's
leading economists, recently said in Hongkong
that socialist transformation of the mid-50's
had over-reached itself. He revealed the controversy over this question within the Communist Party at that time. Here is what he
said:

Some people pointed

out to us: Your
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from his Wartime Communism to his New
Economic Policy. Between 1958 and 1961
we took
ing from

ed it to
duction
moue in the right direction.

In urban
be the only
also deaelop

years of exp

our cities may haue been
has gone too far. Now it
to tahe a few steps back.

In 1956, Comrade

Chen Yun actually sug'

this. He said that the.transformation
should not haue been that thorough, and

gested.

some allowance should haae been made for
small cooperatiaes and small shops to heep
their own profits and be responsible to their
own losses. Comrade Liu Shaoqi also suggested that capitalism should be allowed
to leaae behind 'some of its tail', which
could stop loopholes that socialism may

It was a pity that
their uiews were not heeded and now ue are
suffeing from the consequences. It_ se_ems
ta us now that what we need'is amultt-layer
nat entirely be able to.

or

eaen some semi-socialist publicAriaate
(capitalist) joint economy (i.e. state cepital-

it*).

Xue stresses that, as long as socialist ownership was the dominant factor, one need have
no fear of a capitalist restoration. This, in
Xue's opinion, was not merely a stopgap. He
emphasized that no social system in history
has ever been pure, and socialism should be
no exception. Capitalism cannot be exterminated in a socialist society, he said. An element of capitalism will persist.
Xue Muqiao, however, was far from identifying market economy with capitalism. While
he envisaged some capitalist elements in socialist China, he gave market economy a very
wide berth.

In an article published inEconomic Management, No. 10, 1980, Xue writes:
Socialist econorny is 'based on socialized
mass production, of which the full deuelopment of commodity econorny is a prerequisite. Boqh cqitalist economy and socialist econorny can deaelop on the foundation of socialized moss production. The
leuel of China\ socialized mass production
is still uery low. It hos yet to deuelop so as
- to reach a high degree of centralization and
a high degree of diaision of labour. Natural
economy is still in a dominant position.
Therefore we haae a great deal to do to de-

for us to

exercise planned management
oaer our national econorny. On the other
hand, as we still haae to deoelop commodity economy in order to deuelop socislized
mass production, we still need regulation
by the market force.
Xue points out that the belief that both
producing and selling should follow a centra.lized plan has been refuted. After fulfilling
the planned production quota alloted by the
state, enterprises should be free to produce
according to market demands. Of course a
few important commodities must be delivered
to the commercial departments of the state.
However, the commercial departments can
handle some of the remaining commodities,
and leave it to the enterprises to dispose of
the rest. As to small items, their production
left in the hands of
cessary can sell their
shops. Throughout
ens of thousands or
even hundreds of thousands of items produced. Only about several thousand or even
as f,ew as several hundred items can be listed
in the state plan. Obviously it cannot cover
everything, not even most of the things.

In the long-term view, according to Xue,
what the state should and can control is the
scale of the country's capital construction
and the rate at which the standard of living
should rise, in other words, the ratio between
accumulation and consumption. Xue writes:
During the past 30 years, the failures of

our economy haoe all occurred when we

higher. To push it up to 30 per cent or
higher will upset tke bqlance of our economy. When that rate reaches 40 per cent, a
decline uill occur.
After the downfall of the Gang of Four,
there should haae been a breathing space
during which we could readjust our dislocated balance. But the year 1978 saw

I

another 'leap forward', which pushed the
accumulation rate up to 36.5 per cent, and
this completely laid bare the upset balance.
But the readjustment came in tt'me, and the
princiltle of that readjustment was to improue the people's standard of liuing and
cut back the scale of capital construction.
This was an entirely correct principle.
Because of the present price structure and
the existing imbalance in supply and demand,
the role accorded to economic regulation by
the market force can only be limited. An abrupt and full exposure to the rnarket force
could play havoc with the economy. As Xue

it:
'fhe supply of many commodities rs as
yet unable to satisflt the marhet demands,
and therefore the mandatory plan of the

puts

dem.ands, the mandatory plan can be restricted as much as possible. The general
orientation will then be for the state to
prouide the enterprises with reference production targets, marhet information, and
gu'idance as to the direction for the deuelopment of production. 'fhe concrete steps of
guidance will consist of the use of economic
leuers, such as the price policy, tax policy,
regulation of banh credits and loans. With
these the market can be reuitalized and industrial production will fall into line with

the market demands.

Instead of planned econrrmy and market
economy being constantly at loggerheads, Xue
sees an organic link between the two. FIe contends that the two are complementary. To integrate the two does not mean that the production of certain commoditie s will be regulated by plans and certain other commodities
will come under the control of the market
force. What Xue believes will happen is that

planned regulation will be largely put into
effect through market regulation, for a good
plan is one which is sensitive to the demand
and supply on the market.
Separation of Powers

In the process of developing a democratic
system which conforms to socialism and en-

scientists

'want to know to whom power

should ultimately belong. Should this power
be restricted or unrestricted? Should it be
divided?

The separation of powers in Western democracies has been considered a device by which
the bourgeoisie used to keep power in its or.rryr
hand. None of the socialist states which fol-

lowed Moscow's example wouid accept Montesquieu's concept of the separation of
powers. China was no exception. Even after
denouncing the -Soviet Union as revisionist,
and especially since the beginning of the Cultural Revolution, the centralization of power
in China, instead of being diluted, had reached
an unprecedented degree. Under the slogan
of 'unified leadership', power was centralized
in the Communist Party. At provincial and
lower levels a same set of people manned both
the party committee and the revolutionary
committee. The merger of the party and state
was complete. Often, where democracy was
only paid lip-service, the top man in the committee becarne a dictator.

In re-examining failurr:s of the past 20 years
or so, Chinese, both leaders and the rank and
file, have traced such failures and the rise to
power of persons like Lin Biao and the Gang
of Four to the concentration of power in a
few or even in one man. It was in rectifying
this situation that people began to review not
only Marxist ideas, but also some bourgeois
Vlews.

Zhang Shangzhuo, in an article in the People's Daily, has some sympathetic words for
the bourgeois view on the sovereign power.
He points out that it was in the 17th and 18th
centuries that the principle of powers belonging to the people was established in the course
of the American Revolution and the French
Revolution. He also points out that, in the
view of the Western political philosophers like
Montesquieu, powers must be restricted because they can be exercised only by the representatives of the people, and not the people themselves. Furthermore, powers can and
must be divided, both horizontally and vertically.

Now the division of powers has begun in
China. A form of collective leadership is now
being advocated. Offices will be limited to
fixed terms. Some of the powers now held
by the central authorities will be relegated to
the lower echelons. At the county level deputies are to be elected directly by their constituencies with no interference from above.
In economic work, powers will be relegated to

the enterprises, which will keep part of their
eamings, and wher" ultimately workers will
elect their management executives. A form
of check and balance which one sees in the
West between the legislative, executive and
judicial powers is coming into being. With
the separation of the party and state, the
party will become a part of this check and
balance.

Concluding his article in the People's Daily, Zhangwrites:

soc
and the bourgeois
different in essence.
Of course, our

system

em are
witers

tually held in the
ourgeoisie.
Howeaer, Montes
of the separation of pow
rinciple of
check and balance he aduocated, and, also
the historical experience accumulated in
practice by for example the
bourgeoisie in the two centu
which it established a bourgeois

country. It should from time to time chart
the road along which the country is to advance. It should see to it that the country

keeps to a socialist orientation. It should lead
the nation but not rule over it or govern it. It
should appeal, explain, educate, persuade, encourage, but not legislate, issue directives, or
pass verdicts or sentences. It attempts to win
the hearts of the people, but does not coerce.

Party's Leading Role in Ltterature

The controversy over the leading role of
the Communist Party in art and literature surfaced for the first time since Liberation in

leader of an anti-party counter-revolutionary
Broup, and until recently, the leading role of
the party had rarely been questioned, though
Hu Feng was rehabilitated after the downfall
of the Gang of Four.

With the redefining of the party's leading
role, however, this controversy was renewed
recently, when the People's Daily published
on 17 September a long letter to the editor
by two readers in Beijing, Fu You and Ma
Xiuqing, which I think I should cite at length.
The two begin with the renewed vigour in
art and literature in China. They writel

organ or in the han
From all of this abo
country which has
tradition, and which
st_rong influence of the feudal remnants,
should do well to draw cirtain lessons and
benefits.

If China is to adopt some of the fore-going
principles and leam from some of the lessons
which she obviously has begun to do, and if
she is to include the party in_the whole political system of check and balance, what-will
be left of the time-honoured tradition of the
Communist Party exercising leadership over
all fields of the country's activities?

4

so excellent in the realm of art and literature. . . .
The two then go on to depict what is not .entirely satisfactory'. They write:
Our art and literature has become much

ciples and policies. Then there are those
objectiue lawi of art and
are the last word. They
es at will. Eaen more
often one finds that there is much to be desired in the relations between the leadership and the artists and writers. Power is

transforming the 'relations of production'
and emancipating the productiae forces.
Publishing the full text of this letter under
the title 'Improve the Party's Leadership over
Art and Literature and Vitalize the Cause of
Art and Literature', the People's Daily cdls
upon its readers to discuss the questions raised and air their views.

Following this a seminar sponsored by the
People's Daily was held. Mroy came to offer

if

their views on that subject and some of these
views have since been publishedin thePeople's
Daily. On 4 October prominent place is given

for example euen films
which haue been itade, are deemed problematical by certain leaders, their screening

to Huang ZongSiang, a celebrated script writer
attached to the August First Film Studio.
Under the title 'There is No Place for Bureaucracy in the Realm of Art and Literature', he

this could become more and more serious
nothing has been done to set it right.
When some works,

can

still be banned. tournals that are

already off the press haue been ordered
destroyed or taken out of circulation.
There haue been cases in which some
works, though containing shortcomings, are
neaertheless good on the whole and uery
popular arnong the people. And yet there
'u)ere
\leading cqdres who insisted on denouncing them as 'noxious wegds', and
their authors were submitted to personal
attacks or becqme the aictims of political
frame-ups. Some leading organizations not
only improperly tell writers what to write
and how to write, They euen go so far as
to question the propriety of sonie details in a work, the name of the writer and
the title of a journal!
films, the most popular form of art.
How can one imagine that this nourishment
for the minds of hundreds of millions of
people could be controlled and distributed
by a single department which actually controk the life and death (of any work).
How can oi,e imagine thqt the creation of
art and literature, which Lenin described as
something 'on which one cannot impose a
mechanical auerage, uniformity, and the
principle of the minority complying with
the majority' and something for which 'full
room must be guaranteed for indiuidual
creatiaity and personal preferences', could
be canied out in a highly centralized way,
ond that a small minority shouldbe allowed
to decide what millions of people should
read, and should not read?
Take

To a certain extent the structure of our
leadership in art and literature has come to

says:

How to play a leading role in the realm
of art and literature? . . . . I think it is most
important to giae full play to democracy,
We must persist in the principle of 'the
hundred flowers'. Art and literature will
flourish when you giae it free rein, but it
will wither when suffocated. We must let
it bloom till the era of communism. It always giaes me the shudder uhen I hear
sorteone say that democracy is merely a
rneans to an end, as if the means can be set
aside us soon as the end is accomplished. I
agree with the aiew that democracy is both
a rneans and an end . . . .

. . . . In the realm of art and literature,
you must not let anything alarm you,
Don't keep a tight rein. Take the theme of
loae. In the past a strict ban on this was
abo imposed in tapan. An official an-

in 1936 banned kissing from the screen. Now there is almost
no moaie in Japan which does not depict
kissing, and no moaie which does not depict nudes. Things pushed to one extreme
always bounce back to the other extreme.
This is also what we like to call 'punishment'. . . .
nou.ncetnent in Japan

Lan Guang, the party secretary and deputy
director of the China College of Experimental
Drama, begins with the necessity of building
more theatres, and ends his talk on a note upholding the blooming of the hundred flowers.
He says:

If

the principle of 'the hundred flowers and
hundred schook'represents the mass line in

art and literature, it is all the more necessary to allow writers to test their works in
practice and among the masses. While

adopting the
one must not
worhs whose

'giuing full reign',
f the emerging of
ts may not be ail

pouer of film examination was relegated to
the indiuidual studio, and film production
became more liuely. . . . 'fhe question today is whether the authority to opproue
films for screening should also be gioen ouer
to indiuid.ual studio

Lu Jun, editor of the joumal Film Scripts

raises the question of legislation for art and li-

terature. He Says:

'Who Should "Examine and Approve" the
',Vorks of Art and Literature?' The answer
given by Shao Hua writing under the foregoing title is the people and only the people.
He r,r,rites:

Whether

'fo put into effect the party's principle of
'the hundred /lowers', I think that there
should be a law. It should defend the rights
of the art and literature workers and ensure
the full implementation of the party's
'hundred flowers' principle. No works
should be written off because of flaws as
long as their political orientatt'on is not
reactionary. . " .'lhere should be a law for
films, for example, which sets out the conditions under which scissors should be
aptrtlied to some films while other films
should be banned all together. The con-

s?

in the

category

of

natural

scienies or in that of social sciences, whether it concerns academic theories or works
of art and literature, there shouldnot exist
the relqtions which exist only between

who is in
ion of it. In line with this
principle,
members on one side and
s on the other are all comwriters an
rades. There are no ocommanders' or

cepts of anti-party and anti-socialism should

'jud,ges'. . .

be clearly defined. How much democracy
should be accorded to workers in art and
literature? All this should be put down as

. . . . All neu) fil'ms nnade and new
plays produced should be screened or
staged. Leading _comrades at any leael
can offer their comments" If the uniters
and artists agree with these connments,
they will make necessary corrections. If
they don't, they will go on with their
shows. If their oiews are rejected, leading

law.

..

.

But Lu Jun here seems to contradict himself
when he says that the final judgement for any
work should lie with the people. He says:
To play a leading role in the realrn of art
and literature, the key lies in leading and
not in dyking and damming. Whqt can
dyking and damming achieae? If the artists
and writers themselaes are not conainced,
all dyking and damming will be useless. We
can haoe recourse to criticism and selfcriticism, positiae literary criticism, and fully
democratic discussions. lile should leaue it
to the people to jud,ge. We should leaue it
to the writers and his reod,ers to appraise
and to draw their own conclusions.

Lin Shan, secretary of the secretariat of the
Chinese Film Workers Association, calls for a
good leading organization. He says:

Are the Ministry .and

Bureaus

of

Culture

.

comrades can haue their citiques published.

This should not be regarded as a aicious
attack. The writers and artists can assent
to such comments or contest them, and
this of course should not constitute any
'boycott of the party leadership'. Other
people and read,ers can join in such debates. . .

.

and natural scientists
make mistakes, and artists and writers also
mahe mistakes. If a real mistake is made
(some 'mistahes' said to haae been mqde in
the art and literature circles were, accord. . . . Politicians

ing to some conxrodes, no mistake at all),
now it is only rarely that a political campaign will be launched to correct it. But
recently and in some places, 'quasi'-cam-

or 'imitation'-campaigns haue been
staged. 'Enlarged meetings' haue been

par.gns

cqlled. Work teams haae been sent out.
'lhe 'masses' haue been mobilized to start

Only under such a principle can we reuitalize urt and literature. . . . Last year the
6

'mini-rectifications' and'mini-reorganizahaue been made to 'unify
the people's thinking' and reorganize

tions'. Efforts

In the end all these will
be proued in practice counterQroducleading organs.
tiae.

If you want a horse to run, you haae to
allow it to stumble. You mustn't whip it
when it is d,ozan. You should help it up
and let it run again.
The most outspoken of all is what Zhao
Dan, China's outstanding veteran film actor,
had written from his death-bed. Here are
excerpts from what should be considered
Zhaa's testament published in the press on
8 October, two days before his death:
I know that wheneuer some of us artistswho haae been unswentingly loyal and dedicated to the cause of the party-heard
the utord.s 'strengthen the party's leading
role', like a conditional reflex they would
feel apprehensiae. Experience in a seies
of political campaigns has shown that
euery call for strengthening uould lead to
turmoil, unreasonable interference, and
finolly 'all-out dictatorship'. The memories
are still fresh.and one still has this odd
feeling, when one hears this word. No
m ore's trengt h ening', p le as e !

In my opinion, to strengthen and improae the party's leading role in art and
literature should anly mean to grasp and
fully put into effect the party's policy on
art and literature. To be more precise, it
means for the party to firmly put into effect
the principle of 'the hundred flowers'.
. . . . One would wish that the party did
not tell the writers how to write'or the actors how to act. Art and literature is the
artists' and writers' ou)n affairs. If the
party puts too strict and too rigid a control
ouer it, art and literature will become hopeless, will be finished. . . .
. .y.+irh writer !egan to write at the party,s
bidding, and thei became a writir? Did
Lu Xun or Mao Dun write at the behest of
the payty? or did they write whateaer thb
party had asked them to? Who then made

Marxwrite?....
The force of artists and writers

is said to

It has been almost impossible for us
to see the logic in this practiie. . . .

rest.

J

. . . Eaeryone who 'leads art and literetu,re', to show his dedication, will
always say somethingaboutthe creatiae art.
They all haae their different aiews which
seern impossible to be camposed. Take the
work on the film Lu Xun For a total of
20 years since the first camera test in 1960,
I haue had to graw a moustache, shaue it
off, and then grow it again. .
ountry as big as ours, loe should
kaae
room for three or euen fiae
film
uersions of Lu.Xun, each
ou)n

t
.

dinthe
ealing

a

the one
whlch ue had planned has'failed to take

off....

h

' ha

#':'!#'x",i
-you
can ci-

Habits are not truths, and bad habits
should not be held up as an irreaersible system. No good creatiae work can suntiae

Zhao Dan is dead, but the discussion to
which he contributed his last words are still

going on.

Lee Tsung-ying

Across Mid-Sichuoh, Mianyang
to Nanchong
Rewi Alley

The place is rarely visited by outside folk,

Mianyang by Road to Santai

It

was a beautiful day when we left Mianto go south. The mist of early moming
had left the big leaves of mulberry and
tung-oil trees wet and now as the sun came
up they glistened, making a good picture to
rest one's eyes on. Below us as we went
south, t
Santai had
pollution
lem.
People
the
yang

be

and is a real haven of quiet and peace. In the
Tang dynasty it was the retreat of the wellknown poet whose ancestral village was on
the other side of the river. He was called
Chen Zi'ang. The great poet Du Fu came here
from Chengdu to visit him. The prefecture

of Mianyang has produced some great
poets Li Bai of Jiangyou, Ouyang Xiu of
Mianyang county where he was born, as well
as

others,like this Chen Zi'artg.

crushed

method of

n people.

hospital

by the local traditional

medical

doctors.

Chen's home on a hilltop.

A bird's+ye view of Fujiang River on

which
sits Shehong eounty, home town of Tang poet
Chen Zi'ang.

From Santai to Shehong
The old county city of Shehong was once

plowing the fallow land, flooding it and then
transplanting the rice plants, everyone seemed
very fully employed.

It is all hills and rolling country. There
are 50,000 hectares of arable land. The
population at the end of 1949 was 656,000
people, but now it has over 958,800, a 35To
rise in 30 years. 850,000 are farm folk in the
7 5 communes, with their 624 brigades.

10,000 hectares grow cotton. 27,700 hecand plans are now being
the rest, mainly in conjuncghbouring counties in bringDujiang Yan-the famous
Han dynasty irrigation works at Guanxian
near Chengdu. It entails building one aqueduct 65 metres high on which r,r,ork is now
proceeding. The water from this project
shorrld be flowing by September 1980.
There is also a big plan for the areas on the
east side of the Fujiang River. Considerable
progress has been made in afforesting the
55,300 hectares of once bare hills. 16,700

hectares of them have trees growing well,
16,700 hectares have been planted, and 22,000 hectares remain to be attended to.

of the results of this
work as we went through the county, and
were most impressed. In Shehong there
was one hospital with five beds and a staff
of five in 1949. In 1980 there are two county
hospitals with 210 staff, 11 smaller qu (district) hospitals with 514 beds and 261 staff,
and then 75 commune hospitals with 634
staff and 665 beds. In addition there are
clinics in organizations, etc, and'cooperative medical clinics with 1,780 barefoot docWe saw a good deal

tors.

In

the

count for
sible the
cocoons

pigs, 57,7b0 bio-gas pits, 22,090 of which
produce fully the year round. As for the
rest, they provide heat intermittently, needing
better technical know-how before they catch
up.
Shehong to Suining

It

was a busy cbuntryside we passed

through
on our way to Suining, our destination for
the day. What with taking in the wheat crop,

At one spot in Suining a bunch of threeor four-year-olds, all in their birthday clothes,
had collected on the bank of a pool in which
a buffalo wallowed. They held the rope
attached to its nose ring, and the buffalo
eyed them seemingly affectionately. They
had chubby beautiful bodies, and I longed to
picture them more, but we had to move along,
as the appearance of a foreigner might have
upset them, so I had to be content with but
one fleeting shot.

Suining County
Suining county is one of 1,137,000 people
farming 70,000 hectares of arable land and
now beginning to reforest or plant orchards
on the big area of barren hills. Its grain production was 150,000 tons in 1949, went up
to over 250,000 tons at the end of the fifties,
then went down in some years during the
Cultural Revolution, finally rising to its
highest in 1978 at 365,000 tons, a total it
expects to exceed in 1980 quite considera-

bly. It

has constructed hydro-electric plants

that
Pum

inh
soi

33,300 hectares of which is now served by
the pumps operated with the existing energy
resources.
Bio-gas in Suining

It seems that of the 160,000 bio-gas pits
in use, 110,000 can provide enough gas for
round-the-year working. The otheri need

better maintenance and in some places a better water supply; crops were badly affected
by the drought of 1979.
County Industry

County industry in Suining produces goods
with a total value of 108,000 yuan in 1979.
They are fertilizer from natural gas, cement,
cotton spinning, and knitting. Like Shehong,
Suining is a cotton-producing county.
Suining to Nanchong

The FgjianS riverbed had become quite

wide at Suining, so that it took a bridge around
a kilometre long to cross it. The highway to

Nanchong was over
country in the main.

crossed was the last o

in the Manyang

prefecture

for us to

go

Leaving it and just inside the
Nancliong prefectuie, we stopped for a break
at a hillsi-de village. Productionteam members
were busy with rice' transplanting.

through.

space is exhausting.
Some varities of-wheat that hold their grain
tightly can be built into stacks around tree
tri.tks, their base sheaves clear of the ground'
Thev then can be attended to at commune
member's leisure, after the rice crop has been

in a small compound

planted.

An old Party secretary of a production

tearn

in Pengxi.

The ex-Communist Party secretdry of the
team, a strong-looking old man in his seven'
ties, came and sat with us, so that we discussed crops together. Quite a problem for his
team was fuel for domestic use at home,
such to b.ry costing each household over
60 yuan ayear. Bio-gas?

A neighbouring team had built a pit, but
could not get it to work well. Maybe when
the team found out more about it, it would
be willing to try and use. They were very
genuine folk, and it was pleasing to sit and
talk with them. A sedate woman also in her
70's came and sat with us making her contribution to the conversation in a quiet way.
Yes, they had pigs enough, but water was

farmer in developed countries possesses.

At present, the farmers in this tiny^produc'

tion ieam feed and clothe their

families,

ly thought abouf.

sometimes a problem.

On the road out of Suining, the usual
early morning scenes were delightful. A
four- or five-year-old sturdy little girl, short

derful jam they would make.

pants, athletic singlet, two hair plaits done up
with red ribbon, encouraged the pig being
led by her mother, to step bravely to market,
directing smacks from a bamboo cane at its
rear. Three barelegged schoolboys running

behind a truck trailer on an uphill grade,
then fastening themselves to its tail board
like leeches, for a free ride to school.
One sympathizes with the farmers putting
this
area. There are so few flat empty places for
threshing floors, and the work with flails

out wheat sheaves on the highway in
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our stay over here.
Coming into Nanchong I wrote the following lines:

How easy to say , 'Our prefecture
has seaenteen counties,'
and then to think ofthem
being similar-then how
different each one tums
out to be as one passes
through them! Ii Mianyang
it was a cool eaily summer's
monting; rich Santai was
so much warrner, then on
to Shehong and one delaed
in the bag for brief sunrmer
clothing,

for

here the heat

Suining with new factories
city housing, and then
oaer the long bridge across
the Fujiang Riuer whose

and old

waters had flowed beside
all the way from Mianyang;
then coming into the hill
county of Pengxi where
farm folk cut rice fields
from steep contours

making them giae liuelihood,

until at lqst we

carne

A

model

of

seen

Nanchong

Douduan Mountain

in

Jiangyou

in the Mianyang guesthouse.

the home of Zhu De-that of Yilong. Nanchong too was the birthplace of Liu Bocheng,
another famous leader, while the most southem county of the prefecture, that of Guangan, was where the rnagnificent Deng Xiaoping,

one of China's leaders today, was bom, a1l
of whom were Hakka folk whose forefathers

ghu
day

itfV
for me

teacher

ng Fu. To-

fdr oil, one
collegl for

In grain production
ed 125,000 tons of gr
to get 300,000 tons in

the yeax having b

One

of the counties of the prefecture

was

Amongs! its other products silk and tung-oil
rank high. Mulberries are everywhere, there
being 400,000,000 trees. 19 silk filatures process the cocoons and spin yarn, the iargest silk
filature having 4,000 workers. 20,000 tons of
tung-oil will be produced in 1980. There is
also an export demand for candleber4r oil,
11

which comes from trees that grow well in the
three southemmost counties. There are 3,500,000 pigs, whose numbers do not increase
much because of the decreasing demand, and
the lowering of the price of pork.
The total value of industrial products produced per annum 30 years past was 4,000,000 yuan. Today it is 740 million. Three
buses were owned by the prefecture in 1949,
travelling over 550 kilometres of the then
roads. Now over 1,000 buses run on the 5,800 kilometres of modem highway, with dl
communes being connected to the highway

Cotton does very well in the prefecture,
and there are 36,700 hectares of land in it,
producing 3/+ ton of cotton per hectare each
year. The total amount of arable land in the
prefecture is 534,000 hectares, which may
with new construction work be increased by
133,000 hectares.

The problems of war were exacting, entailins manv losses of life, but supporting the revo'iution'was the whole mass-of the farming

system.
Bio-gas

The most successful big bio-gas plant is one
that pumps water to the highlands from the
river.' faim folk have installed 100,000 pits,

a

limiting factor.

Forestry and lrrigation

Forestry is being promoted in the drive to
clothe naked hills.- An interesting new thing
has been the growing of olives for oil,-100,000 planted doing well. Pines are the favourite 'ior most afforestation. Orchards grow
and there is a large production of the bie
orzrnge that lasts throughout the whole year
from"one crop to the oiher, if properly stored
at temperaturbs of from 11-12oC.

The 1,200,000 tons of these oranges now
produced will be increased to 2,000,being
-tons
as new plantings come to bearing.
000
With only 8 fen (81L0 mou, or 8/150 hectare) of arable land per head, it becomes increasingly necessary to make the hills produce
to their utrnost in the prefecture. The hills
also produce tea.

Irrigation is a main problem. Out of 110
qu u sub-divisions of counties, 12 are chronically short of water, and in drought periods
have to be served with bare essentials in this,
by trucks carrying water. Hills in these areas
are very steep. Irrigation here is mainly a
matter of pumping for considerable distances,
requiring a good deal of energy. With energy
resources now getting better all the time, this
problem will also be solved.
T2

their children, and know how life has treated them.

Of those in Nanchong, I particularly wanted to see Ma Chih who has been in the last
vears at Shandan. He had come to the Gung
i{o school in 1941 in Shuangshipu, deep in the
Qinling mountains, then with it to Shandan
in West Gansu, staying through Liberation
and after, until around 1953. He was a thin
slip of a boy when he came to our school in
Shuangshipu, South Shaanxi. His father was a
Hui, his mother Han. In charge of the school
at that time was George Hogg, I dropping in
at times when passing to stay a few days.

I remember Ma Chih especially, as after
school he would go and gather some wild
flowers from the hills, and put them in a vase
on Hogg's desk. In Shandan in later years he
became head of the electrical section, which
had the Canadian Hugh Elliott as expert.
The two worked together well and some good
technicians were tumed out. No doubt Hugh
on his pioneer farm at Kootnay Lake in Canada often thinks back on his Shandan years.
Ma Chih certainly does. He went to oiHields
in Qinghai province, raising quite a considerable family. Then I heard that he was in the
Sichuan oilfields, so coming to Nanchong, an
oil town, I inquired after him. Yes, he was
here all right. Busy today, but would come
and see me tomorrow. Then it appeared that

"

he was in Chengdu on business, but would
make the long trip back to Nanchong to see
me.

darhness to day; after
sunset I held tryst with a loued one
as the nloon crept up

to the top of the willows;
this year at the same
festiaal, lanterns and flowers
are the same but my
loued one is not here;
my sleeaes are wet with tears.
Two more poems by Ouyang Xiu are full of
the beauty of springtime. They are called Cai
Sang Zi:

of the sparkle had gone from his eyes, but his
direct approach to things was the same. His
kind are the real salt of the earth. He now
works in the electrical research section of the
gave me news of
ts were working and

But

in ligh
we

we

stay fo
Back in Beijing

I
Light boats, short oars
in this kind of boat
such oars are good;
translucent water
ripples as ue go,
flowers and grasses
on the dykes, uith
the sound of distant
music and seng heard
in the distance; not
a breath of wind and
the surfaqe of the water
smooth and a glazed tile
the boat seems motionless
but the prow raises
tiny
lake
pass

II
He-bei.

It is very simple yet often

still:
In front none who haae

quoted

been here can be seen

nor yet any who will
come after I haae gone;
alone I stand, filled with
the irnmensity of the uniuerse
tears running down my face.
Here is one of the better-known poems of

Ouyang Xiu in translation:

Last year cqme the fifteenth
day of New Year; lanterns

in the flower market
shone brightly turning

Now after folk haae
returned home, came
the beauty of quietness
spring flowers start to shed
petals that lie scattered
oaer the waters! Thistle-down
llying in the air like
gentle rain; the weeping
willou oaer the balustrade
dancing in the gentle breeze;
now no fnore rnuszc
or singing and one
knows spring has ended.
As I pull down curtains
tr see a pair of swallows
coming home through the misty rain.
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lvlechanization of Agriculture in
Northeast China
Yang Ligong

How should China go about the question of
mechanizing the country's agriculture according to the country's concrete conditions. What
should be the priorities and what sort of places

should be accorded these priorities? These
are typical questions under study at the Ministry of Agricultural Machinery since its reinstatement. On two trips to the three provinces
of Northeast China, one last autumn and the
other in spring of this year, the author was
able to conduct some surveys and study related material.

The Urgency of Mechanizing Agriculture
in the Northeast

The extensive and fertile Songliao Plain
spreading over the three province s of Northeast China, where land is plentiful and the
population scanty, offers unique advantages
for the development of mechanized agriculture. To make full use of these advantages it
vitally important in the first place to employ
agricultural machinery extensively.

is

In Northeast China the per-capita holding
of larrd in rural areas is 4.3 mou (or 0.29 hectare) which is 1.4 times the national average.
The 31 wheat and soybean producing counties in Heilongjiang, including land along the
Sino-Soviet border, claim an average as high as
2 hectares per-capita while the per-capita
average in the 21 commodity grain-producing
counties in central -|ilin province is 1.4 hectares, respectively 6" rd 4 times the national
average. But proper,cultivation of the land in
these areas has often been found to be wellnigh impossible, there being the lack of manpower and the difficulty in completing farm
work in time. The yearly losses in crop yields
Yang Ligong is China's Minister of Agricultural
Machine-building.
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owing to labour shortage, lack of implements,
and the press of time for sowing and harvesting are enorrnous.
However, one does find a different picture
in areas where agriculture has been mechanized. For example, the unit yieid in Yushu
county, Jilin province, used to be extremely
low and unsteady because of the casual and
sloppy way of cultivation. After the mechanization of plowing, harrowing, sowing, field

miuragement, the processing of subsidiary produce, threshing. . . , the county's per-hectare

yield of grain/soybean shot up to an average
of 3.5 tons in 1979, which was about one ton
more than the provincial average.

The total output of Yushu's grain and soyin 1979 was 925,000 tons of which 406,500 tons was sold to the state as commodity
grain, a figure which approximates the county's total harvest of 1965, that is, before the
communes and production brigade undertook
to mechanize agriculture. In 1979 Yushu's
per-capita grain output topped the provincial
average by over a half ton. The difference
made b.y mechanization is, therefore, rather

bean

rmpressrve.

There is as yet vast stretches of waste land
northeastem provinces which
could be brought under the plow, such as the
more than 3.8 million hectares in Heilongiiang.
Some of it has been lately reclaimed and proved to be suitable for growing wheat, producing 1.5 tons per hectare in the first year, or
even 2.25 tons.

in the three

In the Heihe River basin, the program of
mechanized land reclamation never stopped
since it was initiated in 1974, and the size
of cultivated land has expanded from 273,OOO
to 400,000 hectares in the past six years, while
the gross grain output went up from 300,000

to 603,500 tons; in this period the
amount of comrnodity grain the iegion has
been able to sell to the state increasid fro^
85,000 to 255,000 tons.

hard to

Aihui county, we found that for each
tractor and combine harvester bought, it has
been possible to increase the urnouit of com-

But the Northeast also has its disadvantages
in agricultural development. The short frost-

hectares

Ir,r

see

what mechanization can do in

changing the structure of agriculture and the
overall economic composition of a rural area.

Ch
suitable
priority
that

s most

to give

will

be

to combine the advantages of developing farm

The Northeast is also rich

in

fore stry,

animal husbandry and fishery resources. Theie

mechanization in the Northeast with the
ltro,ng points of the machinery manufactured
in this country. One can be cbrtain that such
a combination will have a tremendous impact
on the €conomy of this area, boosting- the
production ,of commodity grain for the itate ,
bringing about deep-going changes in the rural
economy 9f the Northeast, and improving the
living standards of its peasantry.
Pace of Mechanization Can be Accelerated

water surfaces of lakes, rivers as well as the
waters along the fairly long coastline to de-

velop aquatic and marine products.

In Gaixian county, Liaoning province, 70
per cent of the labour force ,fsid to be en-
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580,000, not to mention the countless experienced managerial personnel in mechanized
farmingwho have come forward over the years.

Of course, there is not enough machinery

in the Northeast, which still

faces the problem of the lacking of supplementary parts for
complete sets of machinery. There is also the
question of uneven distribution. On the
whole, agriculture in the Northeast is in a
state of semi-mechanization. In many localities, the concept of mechanization is still
confinbd to the 'three old processes' of
ploughing, harrowing and pressing in which
draught animals are as indispensible as machines, and in which the wartime 'human
sea' tactics is still a common practice in
spring sowing, summer weeding and autumn
harvesting. Understandably, the masses are
agreed that if 'one thing' (rneaning mechanization) does not go up, 'the three other things'
(the extent to which man-pow€r and draught
animals are used and cost of production) will
not come down. This is why they are hoping
very earnestly that the transitional period
from semi- to full-scale mechanization could
be shortened as much as possible.

We noted in our tours the satisfactory
manner in which the Chinese machinery
meets fhe requirements of Northeast China.
More than 90 per cent of the agricultural
hardware in the Northeast is home made
and the cadres and peasants seemed to have
found

it sa(isfactory.

They would be happier
necessa.ry replacerqent parts could be
more readily availalle and their quality further

if

the

improved. But we are not starting from

scratch, since, after all, we've had an agricultural machine industry for more than 20
years. It should be possible for us to supply
the Northeast with all the tractors and farm
implements it needs in the next stage and
make all the necessary improvements within the next two or three vears. As compared
with imported models oir machinery is still
behind in size , in the degree of automation, in
machanical efficiency and in labour productivity, but using our own machinery saves
investment; in particular, it saves foreign
exchange, and it would have easier access
to the supply of fuel and parts. Furthermore, Chinese machinery is more suitable to
the technical level and economic conditions
in China. Its use and maintenance will in
turn give momentum to the development of
the country's agricultural machine industry.

Funds for the purchase of agricultural
machinery will be raised mainly by the
16

commr-lnes and production brigades themselves, to be supplemented if necessary by
state loans, as has been the case during the
past 20 and more years. In Liaoning province, up to the end of 1979, 83.9 per cent of
the fixed assets in farm machinery were purchased with funds raised by the communes
and production brigades themselves or with

loans (which is also a form of self-raised
fund because they have to be paid back).
From this it is clear that the communes and
production brigades have been able to raise
at least 80 per cent of the funds needed for
the purchase of farm machinery. One finds
more or less the same situation in Heilong-

jiang andJilin.

The ability of the communes and production brigades to raise such funds and to repay
them is constantly being enhanced as a
result of the gro

In

Heilongjiang,
invested in a singl

commune

in

Kes

the most favourable conditions for the development of mechan
stroke, it equipped th

brigades with 3
ments worth 2.1 rr,ril
million was raised by the collectives themselves and the rest came in the form of bank
loans. Concentrating the investment on a
single commune made it possible for it to
purchase equipment in complete sets and thus
to make full use of the acquired machinery.
As a result both mechanization and affluence
were achieved in a year. As compared with
1978, in 1979 the commune's per-capita
grain output shot up by 72 per cent and was
able to sell 26.7 per cent more commodity
grain to the state to double the quota it was
originally assigned.

tion

The average per-capita income of the
members of this commune from the collective sector reached 219 yuan, a 37.3 per-cent
increase over 1978 while the commune's
public accumulation increased by 1.2 times.
In addition the commune was also able in
the same year to reimburse its million-yuan
bank loan as well as other loans amounting
to more than 700 thousand yuan.

Of course, it would be wrong to overestimate the capability of communes and
production brigades to raise their own funds.
It is understood that their financial resources
are not great and there are still poor communes and production brigades that cannot

afford the machinery they need. Great efforts
in order to.basically end
the state of semi-mechanization in the Northeast in the next five years, in the course of
which the pace of mechanization should be
accelerated, investments concentrated on vital
sectors, and more state loans and credits made
have yet to- be made

ucers.

available.

the

With its rich natural resources, the Northeast should have ample opportunities to diversify its economy. the poientials are tremendous and there should be no lack of channels
to re-allocate the excess labour force relieved
by mechanization, provided the task is
tackled conscientiously. In Liaoning province
where pilot projects in mechanization started
in 84 production brigades during the past two
years, 70,800 farm labourers became redundant, but
have been

Jilin

gave

province's

gave its

priority

River basin and

a-lso

to parts of the Liaodong peninsula. But

in these advanced areai, modemization
did not spread out evenly, but started with
even

those

tion,
rng, s
way.

inery were also concentrated on communes
and production brigades having the best prospects of showing quick resultJ and the ;bility to repay

sidiary oc
were re-ass

Of course, to make proper arrangements for

the re-allocation of labour force is never a simple matter. The problem requires attention as

Other points of importance might be fully
to tap the potentialities of existing machinery
and replenish various sets of farm machinery
with the necessary supplementary parts and
components to maximize their efficiency. Machines that can be improved should be improved without delay and those that can still
be used should be put into use so that we can
do more on less expense. A great deal has
also been done in coordinating farm machinery

bounden duty to help re-allocate the resultant
excess labour force and promote ciiversification.
ing the rows of crops in intercropping, or doing away with intercropping. All have had the
effect of raising the level of mechanization
and farm output.

l**}ff,
resource
cial

used differed

One
Pg of
have a

,ff#
they

has been the giv-

whose produ"cts

arketability, and

The above seryes to show that it is entirely
possible for the Northeast to attain mechanization, in field work at least, in a few year's
time with state farms reaching an even higher
level of mechanization. But it should be noted that even when this goal is reached, our
mechanization would still be.on a low levil
when compared with countries which have
achieved all-round mechanization. Certain
agro-technical reforms and the specialization
T7

of production take time. Our mechanization
will be one in u'hich machinery will become
the mainstay but will be supplemented by
animal as well as rnan power. It will still be a
state of semi-mechanization in which improved manual farm implements still have a
role to play.

Doun-to-earth Work is Crucial

The mechanization of agriculture and the
establishment of commodity grain bases in
the Northeast will require efforts and downto-earth work. The job will rest mainly with
party committees and people's_governments
it ail levels in the Northeast and the support
of the people.
should also give
The ministry and
farm machinery
good job in the following fields:

ourselves to agriculture, the Chinese countyside, the peasantry, and the rural market. It is
hoped that mechanization will tilt the balance

of labour power in the rural

3. Coordinate r,r,ith the three Northeast
provinces for an efficient mainteuance of
farm machinery. All field work in the three
provinces will be basically mechanized by
1985. The number of large and mediumsized tractors will be doubled. It is necessa"ry
to carry out surveys, starting with a production brigade, to draw a program for the most
rational allocation and matching of machinery
parts. Of course, this has to be in line with
regional planning" Also, attention should be
paid to combining mechanization with the
requirements of agrotechnique as well as setting up centres for the training of technical
and managerial personnel. Heilongjiang alone
needs

as are necessary. There must also be followthe
communes and production brigades.

up servicing of the machinery sold to

2. There is need for people connected with
departments of farm machinery to broaden
their horizon. The scope of this industry
should not be confined to farm machinery
alone but should also take in machinery for
forestry, animal husbandry, rural side-line
occupations and fishery, embracing also all
kinds of mechanical devises for the processing
of subsidiary products and household mechanical equipment to raise the living standards
of the rural population. We must address
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areas, diverting

thousands to branches of a multiple economy
and thus bring about a change in the structure
of the rural economy.

an additional 40,000 drivers

and

operators; the task of training these arid providing improving cources for old drivers and
operators is very great indeed. We must help
the three, provinces to perfect their system
of training centres. The drivers and operators
will be trained by stages and in groups and
the managerial personnel will receive their
training on a rotation basis. Good experiences in running farm--machinery.stations in
an economic way will be popularized and
various quotas will be se t gradually as well as
various systems of job responsibility. It i*
hoped that these measures will serve to give
full play to the initiative of all those involved
in mechanization, streamline the upkeep of
machinery, reduce the consumption of fuel
and, in general, bring all the advantages of
mechanized farming into full play.

In short, we must penetrate deep into the
realities of life; we must study and investigate,
and make all our pilot projects a success. The
summing up of all the advanced experiences
will give further momentum to mechaniza-

tion.

China in 2ooo
\i.r. Youhai

The year
nificance in
Iopment. W
ization be ii
velopment will be reached in Chinabv then is
a- qu_estion every Chinese is asking. Leaders in
the Communist Party Central Coirmittee have
suggested. that by
,that year the per-capita
gross national product (GNP) should reach
US$1,000, and China would then be a ,wellto-do society'.

cable pians. This is a criterion which is
tangible to every cadre and every person and
is closely linked rvith their own intErests. It is
easy to rouse the enthusiasm of the people
and provides them with an incentive to
take actions of their own free wiii. Also it
has been pointed out that this criterion has
emother a
in US dollars. the
GNP can
with other countries and
le with added en-

despread disparts of Chi-

According to the practice .common to
ryany countries, the GNP is composed of
three parts: the first is the national income, or
the net value of production in industry, agriculture, construction, communications and
transportation, and commerce; the second is

the country.
the Fifth National People's Congress held recentlv felt
that it was an excellent idea to have this as a
t_arget. It is precise and practical for both the
developrnent in production and construction
and the rise in the people's standard of livirg.

couragement and impetus.

sure a country's degree of modernization and
level of economic development.
per-capita GNP

of US$1,000 is set as the criterion for the realization of China,s moderrrization,

it can apply

16 the whole country,

a

What is China's per-capita GNp? According to statistics provided and converted into
US
partments, the percapi
le country in t-g7g

w-as
mea

this to US91,000
e 1979 figure.

Can this target be me t?

This is a question which is much talked
about and very much in the hearts of the Chi

Yu Youhai is a Xinhua reporter who wrote this after
intewiewing many deputies at the recent NpC session in Beijing. This is a translation of the Chinese
original published in the People's Daily.

A9c.or{1nS. to 1979.statistics, the Shanghai
municipality's per-c-apital gross national product was already fir above the US$1p00
19

mark, and those for the Beijing and Tianjin
municipalities were pretty clese to that mark.
So the three municip;lities'are actually striding towards the US$2,000 mark, in the hope
that they can greatly help the country to
reach its US$1,000 mark. For a great number
of places, there is still a long and arduous way
ahead. But hopes spur the people on and light
is already seen at the other end of the tunnel.
Han Ningfu, Governor of Hubei, revealed
the following figures: His province's GNP in
1979 was 18,400 million yuan. Converted
at the rate of 1.55 yuan to 1US dollar, this
comes to a per-capita GNP of US$258 for
the province's population of over 46 million.
If the annual growth rate of industrial and
agricultural production averages 7.7 per cent
for the coming 20 years, to be on a par with
the average growth rate of the past 30 years,
and the natural growth rate for population is
kept under 11 per thousand, the per-capita
GNP will reach US$1,050 by 2000. 'If we do
better in our work,' Han said, 'and if we are
able to give full play to all our positive
factors, taking full advantage of our strong
points, it is possible even to advance that date

ly good, and our US$1,000 target certainly
can be met.'

The per-capita GNP of Zhejiatg province
last year was US$268, somewhat above the
national average. Deputies from that province predicted that the target date could be
met, possibly even a little ahead of time.
The decisive factors, they believed, are that
the related plans have to be reliable and be
carried out step by step, with no empty talks.

somewhat.'

How does Sichuan stand with its popula-

tion of 97 million? In 1979 the provincial

per-capita GNP was only US$200, somewhat
short of the national average. The tentative
provincial plan envisages that the per-capita
GNP will reach US$820 by 2000, and from
there it will take a further tll,o to three years
for it to meet the target of US$1,000.
Speaking about this, Lu Dadong, a deputy

from Sichuan, was full of confidence. He
said, not without a touch of humour, 'I carr

say that our difficulties are immense. But so
is our confidence.' According to him, for the
present there are difficulties conceming the
supply of energy resources, and this has restricted the development of the province's
industrial and agriculhrral production. However, Sichuan is rich in hydraulic resources,
of which only less than 5 per cent have been
put to use so far. If more of these hydraulic
resources are utilized, the development of industry and agriculture can be stepped up.
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A large vegetable greenhouse with a total acreage of
5,270 square metres has been put up recently in
Harb

in, Heilon giian

g

province.

In his contacts with deputies from Heilongjiang, a province in the cold temporate zone,
your reporter was impressed by their downto-earth spirit, their mental agility and their
meticulous approach to their work. The
per-capita GNP of their province was US$366
in 1979, and they are planning to reach the
US$1,000 target by 1995. The deputies said
that the districts and counties throughout
the province, and even a number of communes, brigades and production teams had
been talking about 1,000 and 2000. In their
province is located the Daqing Oilfield, and
vast tracts of rich land which can be tumed
into a granary for supplying commodity
grain. These are favourable conditions for the
province. But there are also unfavourablq
conditions. For one, its frost-free period is
short. To reach the target of US$1,000, the
important thing is to emancipate the mind
and to implement the correct policies. For
example, they are now doing a great deal of
thinking on tracts of light saline-alkali soil.
There in the past crops were confined to
maize w,hich yielded only 2.25 tons a hectare,
or soybean which yielded only around 750 kg

a hectare. Such restrictions were then

con-

sidered 'the correct political line'. Now they
have been broken down. People talk about

facing reality, being flexible to suit local
conditions and putting the stress on getting
practical economic results. On some of such
land they now grow beets which yield 2.25
tons of sugar to a hectare or sunflower which
yield 1.5 tons of seeds a hectare. This has
started a big change.
Soybean is the
With the introduc
cess, the resulting
high-protein food which is worth many

iang.

prointo
times
more than soybean itself, and can be exported
to foreign markets. This has opened up another channel of foreign trade.

Forests, milk, hides, reeds, herbs-all these
should be explored and utilized. The conclu-

sion drawn by these deputies was that, if
one's mind is ossified, one will find difficulties all along one's way. But if one emancipates one's mind, treasures can be found glistening all over our land.

Fu Huating, one of the deputies from Heilongiiang, brought news from Yinhe commune in Gannan county. There the total
grain production of the 14th farm brigade last
year rose by 250 tons over the previous year
to reach 2,000 tons. The total amount of
grain sold to the state came to 1,410 tons,
rovided by the bri
capita. The gross
yezrr zrmounted to
950,000 yuan, with a per-capita income of 1,-

Assembling black and whiUe TV sets with 12.inch
screens at the Shanghai No. 18 Radio Factory.

350 yuan, or US$870. Fu said that, with prothis year in agriculture, forestry,
animal husbandry and side-line occupations,
it was expected that the per-capita GNP
would come even closer to the US$1,000 target. This report roused a great deal of animation at a session of panel discussion. Fu was
invited by deputies from Qinghai to tell them
the experience of his province.
gress made

take in
deputy
ledging
pointed

s. Wang Duo, a
while icknowhis region, also
are in their favour. He said that they were fully confident
of meeting that target on schedule-

What

wiil the pe

ing be like when the
US$1,000? That is a
almost everyone. Of
g?ryo! yet see the details, which can only be
filled in as work goes ahead. Some believe
that the standard of living then could be cornpared with those of Jup* in 1966 when its
per-capita GNP reached US91,028. Others
think that it could even be a little higher than
that inJap-, of 1966, for conditioniin China
are different. For example, there is no exploitation of one class by another, and consumer
prices in China are usually low.
The Xangfang Experimental Farm in Heilongiiang

province had a good wheat harvest over an area of
200 hectares this year.

Though

it is difficult to make accurate

speculations and estimates, there are things
2r

productive forces, to two questions which
have to be resolved if the goal is to kre fulfilled. They are:

First, it is imperative to strictly control
China's population growth. Given, that the
GNP will rise at the annual rate of 7.5 pet
cent, the US$1,000 target can be met only
if a good job is made of family planning,
keeping the average birth rate to 1.5 children
to each couple so that by 2000 the population will not surpass the mark of 1,125
million" If in the future every couple were to
have two children, the population would
reach 1,216 million by 2000, and the percapita GNP would be only US$925. The target date for reaching US$1,000 will have to
be put off.
Second, the net income of the departments

have to be
vigorously expanded. GNP consists of the
net value of the industrial and agricultural
production, the depreciation charges on fixed
property, and the net incomes of the departments of non-material production. In
some developed countries, when their percapita national product reached US$1,000,
the combined value of the second and third
categorie5 usually accounte d for 2b Per
cent of their GNP. But in China for the present that part only accounts for 12 to 13 per
cent of her GNP. It will greatly facilitate the
realization of the US$l,000 target if positive
efforts are made to develop medicine and
health sen'ice s, scientific and technological studies, and cultural, tourist and service
trades, thus increasing the proportion of the
net incomes of the departments of nonmaterial production in the gross national
product.

of non-material production will

prcss produced in Cenhal
China's city of Wuhan. It can make large-sized rotating parts with varying cunre lines and automatical.
ly control the rotating speed and the speed for feed.

A 60-ion heavy screw type

ing materials.

of which we can be certain. The year 2000
and US$1,000 mean that a great deal of

Statistics show that when per-capita GNP
was raised from around US$250 to around
US$1,000 in the now developed countries,
it took West Germany 12 years, Japan 14

n. A
seen

great deal of
in the people's

ons....

When discussing the fealization of the
US$1,000 target by 2000, attention is often
directed, beyond the all-out effort to develop
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at least be able to complete in 20 years what
others completed within L2 to 17 years.

'Rebel' Artists Finally R.ecognized,

in B.Uittg
Robert C. Friend

a
In Beijing on 29
ts,
group of two dozen
he
who were very defin
centuries-venerated methods and content of
Chinese traditional art, but who wanted to
exhibit their works, were driven away from
outside the prestigious National Art Gallery
by more thai, a hilndred policemen. Finally
they had their show in Be ihai, a public park.

This year, frorn 20 August to 7 September
(held over by public demand), the same group
had an official exhibition of 150 items in the
same art gallery, China's most famous. They
presented woodcuts, sculpfures in wood and
stone, oils, Chinese traditional paints, aquarelles and pen sketches. The oiis, a relatively
new medium in China, predominated.

The exhibit was attended by almost 5,000
viewers a day. No ont had paid any attention to the young artists' demands for a showing-until Jiang Feng, national head of the
Union of Chinese Artists looked at their
works and ordered the gallery opened tc them.
There were apologies by the Beijing Municipal Committee and other organizations, criticism of the police (and also criticism of the
young artists for 'actions that did not help
solve the problem'). This time there were no
police.
Did the Beijing city and art officials simply
pressure, or
has there been a genuine recognition of the
value,
to
paint
to

bow to 'uncomfortable' public

p
After

the

er.

in-

cludes the democratic concept.

China's young people today-indeed, the
vast masses of the people-insist that 'the

proof of the pudding is in the eating', i'e.,
in this case, that either democracy exists ln

they are satisfied.

By far, the vast majority of people who attended the young artists' exhibition were

artists alike belong to that generation of millions who were traum atized during the 'Cultural' Revolution by the errors of the Communist Party in which they had been taught
to have so much respect.

Just before the exhibition, Beijing's

Peo-

ple\ Daily made arother bow to this battered but courageous generation, writing that

they 'have und,ergone great changes (sec!), are
not content with the present, and hate cultural despotism and taboos.' Yet the paper, a
par
the
so)

hin
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comrnent with words the young people have
learned to hate so much: 'But a whole generation of young people are maturing and marching forward' (whatever that means!).

'Maturing'? What young person is not?
'Marching forward'? Who marches backward?
L *y case, the young people say no, if
'marching forward' meruxs submissively following old ways dictated to them by self-important, auogant bureaucrats who try to
'lead' (it means 'control') their lives. Yes,
they say, if it means no longer listening to
empty words but searching for honest answers
and thinking for themselves (certainly a step
forward from the restriction and confusion
in which much of their lives has been spent).
The People's Daily commentary didn't

I had long talks with these young artists in
the National Art Gallery and later in my

home (itself a breakaway from a tendency of
bureaucrats to cling to old, anti.foreigner
rules). They cail themselves the 'Star'group.
Their average age is in the twenties. The majority are ordinary workers. Most of them
protested their job assignments, not only
because they were made without their agreement but because they cannot spend fheir
time with art. M-y of them come from intellectual families, a number of them connected with art. Only a half-dozen have had any
formal training. The rest have taught themselves and, while some critics have charged a
lack of well-mastered technique, this did little
to detract from the vivacity, spirit and passion
breathing in their works.

to

cause :ury firecrackers, drurns and
having
serious, friendly,-c omp le tely frank discu ssioni

seem

cymbals. Meanwhile, I went on

with-these young people who it is implied
are 'fallen behind, eve'n comrpted'. They are
around me in this capital city by the tens of
thousands. Many of t em seem to have the
same idea
young artists in the
exhibition
e (I had asked him

he objec
had said):

if

nting certain things he
te anything we say-, for
ue haae nothing to lose,'

China-which is often behind in many
things (except perhaps in the political awareness and humanitarianism of the people)does not know how to take the works 'of
these brash newcomes in art (or, indeed,
whether to call them 'art' at all!). Officials,
master painters and art critics, both the famous and the not famous, attended the exhibition, and came away on both sides of the
argument. One, a famous artist whose works
have run as hish as 30,000 yuan (about
US$20,000) in Liu Li Chang art-shops, came
away with flooding enthusiasm. - So did
others, high art critics and the more broadminded. On the other hand, some master
artists, whose narnes are also known in every
art museum in the world, called the young
people's work'worthless'.
May be. But I enjoy
verye, its daring (in Ch
its implied defiance of
nese painting tradition, its often beautiful
pieces, and espec^ially the fine, warm feeling
of earnestness, freedom and friendliness oI
viewers and artists alike" (One exception was
a middle-level bureaucrat who was very clearly-ill at ease that the young people should be
talking so intimately with a-foreigner.)
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The South-1 iWeiuei

is a good example of the young artist who

&.
The Great Wall

Yin Guangzhong

The Weary in the Garden of Fantasy

Looking at a Picture Album

Iluutw liut

Nlother and Son

I

luanc Rui

comes from an intellectual family. His father

is not only the famous poet Ai Qing but

a

painter and connoisseur who studied art and
literature in France and counts among his
friends the master artist Lin Fengmian. We
can say that Ai Weiwei's work also seems to
reflect the warmth and positive outlook that
his father holds in spite of 20 years of oppression (now ended).
One might as well note here the strong influence of such innovators in Chinese traditional painting as Lin Fengmian on some of
the young painters of the group. This can be
seen easily, for example, in the works in Chi
nese paper and ink of Bo Yun, 32, who readily admits his indebtedness to this great master.
scho

Fine

came closest to the Chinese painting inheritance. His paintings have some of the characteristics readily seen in Lin Fengmian. Though
generally not as bright, they fill the entire
space, they carry only the signature and seal
of the artist, and they use the many possible
hues of ink with great sensitivity to mood and
atmosphere. In Town by the Water, for
example, the black-roofed houses are reflected in water without a definite shore line, mak-

instantly reminded of the chilly day of

Fishing Yillage-Bo Yun

proaching winter one feels in Lin Fengmian's
Geese in Autumn.
Over one-third of the works in the exhibi
tion were oils. I particulady liked two by the
group's leader, Huang Piui: Looking at a Picture Album, a sensitive portrait predominating in bright blues and reds, and, in a genre
little attempted in this socialist country, and
Mother and Son, an abstract painting of soft
beauty in subtle tones of beige and pale green.

Two bright oils by Yan Li also stood out.
Life, Friendship, Loue, done in planes of pure
and mostly primary colours, expresses a feeling and a reality denied to the young people
during the puritanical years of the Cultural
Revolution. Standing before this work, one
senses humour and pathos at the same time.
Something of the same impression is conveyed in The Weary in the Garden of Fantasy.
The viewer (I, at least) has the sudden awareness of what the young people call the dark
years of the past decade: fantastic, menacing
and weird. Of this eery emptiness the people
are tired. Putting myself into Yan Li's surrealistic 'garden', I could see no way out-and
this pessimidm, too, though we may disagree
with it, is found among today's generation.

ap-

Life, Friendsttip, Love-Yan Li
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Two other items in the exhibition reflected

the acute problems of the young today as
they consider their situation and its causes.
One was Yin Guangzhong's The Great Wall,
an oil in many fascinating tones of blue,
depicting the wall entwining two nudes, a
male and a female, enchained and unable to
escape. The wall continues on, while below
the couple the rocks appear as human skulls.
The technique and composition are good,
though the apparent message of the painting
causes pain that any of a socialist generation
should feel so starkly imprisoned and depressed. Perhaps this painting also depicts
something of the idea expressed to me by the
young exhibitors, which can be summarized
like this: The purpose of art is to liberate
oneself. It must reflect society as it is. There
are too many barriers to art in China-one has
to paint with one hand while using the other
to fend off troubles.

The other example reflecting this problem
situation and cause was Wang Keping's
much discussed and controversial sculpture,
Idol, the head of a Buddha in brown wood,
with a red star on its headdress. Wang's
mother is an opera actress, his father a writer.

of

He himself is self-taught.

This statue, a daringly irreverent rendition
of Mao Zedong, has caused the eruption of
much discussion in the West. Many journalists and others, instead of describing it
as it is-one young man's zmgry comment on
the personality cult and the Cultural Revolution-have tried to use it to prove the existence of a large, dissident underground in
China. But Wang's carving has been written
about in domestic journals and was exhibited
to thousands in the official National Art
Gallery. Not very 'underground'.
More pointedly, the West has used Wang's
statue within the framework of what it calls
'de-Maoification'. Even some of the young
people are astonished by this, for most of
them consider Mao to have been a great man
who, from the mid-50s, however, made more
and more mistakes as he became separated
from the people. In any case, there is a lot
of discussion in China about Mao, about
the errors of
prevailing in
damaging ye
tion. It is a
sciousness of millions in China and many
abroad-and I consider Wang's statue a contribution to this discussion.
Idolatry, of dourse, is superstition and must
30

Fetislt-Wang Keping

be condemned, but in discussing Mao's role

in history neither the positive nor the negative
of the man's life can be ignored, much less
eliminated. In Marxist terms this is dialectics.
One should not be frightened that such a
statue appears. In fact, it praetically commands discussion. A good thing, for the
masses of people themselves are the final

determiners, arbitrators and executors of

history. The time of the Inquisition, the
buming of books, the censor's scissors can
no longer be. China's drive toward modernization cannot afford such antics-for modernization means the scientific approach, not the
witch doctor's pinning of labels 'good' and
'bad'. Science me:rns thinking-and letting
democracy and practice determine truth.

In discussing with the group I asked why
there is such conflict and discussion around
these young artists and their works. There
seem to be three reasons: First, there is a
generation gap in which the old do not understand the young and the young find it hard
to understand the old. Second, there is an

on them. Third, high figures in the Chinese
art world (there are many notable exceptions) do not understand the new work,
either because they can't or because they
do not want to.
The young people's exhibition included an
interesting innovation: comments and poetry
written by others and placed alongside the
items presented" Some of these, I think, help
us understand the larger meaning of this
exhibit for China. One is a poem by Zhao
Nan accompanying the fresh, warrn Selfportrait, an oil by Zhtt Jinshi. It seemed to

quietly express the mainstream
young artists' feeling:

of

these

I

am the beautiful eyes
That stare at the clear, golden sea;
I am the stars of blue

That eaery night play and trauel with the

I

.

children.

little tree on the mountaintop
That watches those who pass by;
I am the footprint in a field
Soaked with the sweat of men;
I am the wind, the rain...
I am man,
arrt a

WHAT IS BEAUTY
'What is beauty' is the theme of a column in Workers' Daily on 23 October discussed in four letters
from readers expressing different views.
Two of the letters emphasize the importance of inner beauty', while criticizing excessive attention
to fashions or hair styles. The other tlvo letters suggest that concern for style is harmless and a persona-l matter.
A reader from Hebei province writes that some young people lack a real conception of beauty, and
merely copy what is fashionable whether the style suits themselves or not. They imitate foreigners
ormovie stars, try to be'modern'in away which only shows their'ignorance and poor taste'.
Yet these people should not be accused of 'pursuing the bourgeois way of life ,' this reader writes,
There is no definition of proletarian beauty either, he writes.
ReaI beauty, this Hebei reader says, is the beauty of the inner soul in hprmony with outer beauty,
Another reader from Nanjing writes that a revolutionary is not against beauty or €ven a good appearance-but not to the neglect of beauty of the character. The reader says if young people only
care about how they look-their hair, dress, shiny shoes and sunglasses-they wili not have any real
beauty.

A factory worker from Jiangsu province, on the other hand, ,writes that since working people
labour to grow cotton and weave textiles, they ought to enjoy the fmits of their labour in wearing
fashionable clothes. He says there is no reason for everyone to wear the same style of dress, and that
people should enjoy themselves while they are young. He sees nothing wrong with permanent rvaves,
dancing parties, and even lipstick and makeup. 'We all work hard so we can have a better life,' the
worker says. 'So what is socialism if people cannot enjoy themselves a little bit?'
Another reader from Shaanxi agrees, saying that people should dress as they like and there should
not be a set mode. In his view, so long as young people work hard and don't let outside interests
affect their work, how they dress and spend their leisure time is their own affair.
Xinhua, Beijing, 23 October
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The History of Bali
Hwsein Rofe

The earliest dated records in BaIi are a little
more than a thousand years old, so everything
before that time must be considered prehistoric. Our knowledge of historical origins is
therefore mainly derived from works of art or
uncertain references in foreign chronicles.
Available fragmentary evidence suggests that
the island's history may be divided into five
periods: prehistoric, pre-Hindu, early and late
Hindu and the modem time. The classification relates rather to evolutionary levels than
to historical periods. The pre-Hindu epoch is
in a sense prehistoric too, owingto the absence
of inscriptions. Since there was then no unitary state, conflicting influences were operative in different parts of the island. Typically,
the older cultures clung tenaciously to the ancient ways of life in inaccessible mountain
area, where innovation and change were resisted.

Most
p
Yunnan
to have

origins of the
nous regions of
believing them
everal thousand
years ago. The second wave, known as the
Deutero-Malays, came down the coast of Indochina, where a part stayed to form the Cham
Malay

Maduia were once joined to Java, and that
both became separated in the year AD 202.

and Hawaiians, Maoris and possibly the Japa-

nese.

Another peculiarity of Bali is the megalithic
monuments that were once equally characteristic of north-west Europe and the MediterZ2

ranean, of Korea and Polynesia. The earliest
include dolmens and menhirs, also pyramids
and tombs; the more recent include stone sarcophagi. These monuments are of importance
for our understanding of contemporary BaIi
since they inspired the development of the
Balinese temple. This is not of Hindu origin
and its gods are not worshipped in the form
of anthropomorphic idols. Apart from the
stone pyramids, the meru or pagoda-like structures seem to have derived from the widespread megalithic pyramids of antiquity. The
very name of meru, which commemorates the
cosmic mquntain of Hinduism, connects these
temples with the very old cult of the mountain,
prevalent in the Middle East in Mosaic times,
always ultimately related to concepts both of
birth and the afterJife. The cultural symbol
of the mountain is so widespread that it would
be pointless to theorize on how it reached Bali. On the other hand, cultural parallels with
dolmens of Korea, megalithic tumuli in Japan
(such as the tombs of the prehistoric emperors) and ttre cult of the mountain in Japan,
probably ultimately have common origins.
The present state of our knowledge only allows us to affirm that Bali had been colonized
in pre-Hindu times by the refresentatives of a
culture both widespread and advanced,
though prehistoric.
Chinese records from the Liang, Sui and
Tang dynasties speak of an island to the east
of Java which they call Po Li or Ma Li. AIthough some scholars have sought to identify
it with Borneo, there seem to be reasonable
grounds for assuming it to have been BaIi. If
this is correct, the earliest historical mention
of the island would date from the 6th century
chronicles of the Li*g. These mention a
prosperous kingdom ruled by a certain Kaudinya, who dressed in a sarong of flowery silk.
His successor, perhaps named Kalawingka,
maintained diplomatic relations with China
and embassies were regularly exchanged during the 7th century. The slightly more recent

Sui chronicles tell us that the people of Po Li
threw the chakraor disc-knife w.ith deadly effect. This is in fact a cult symbolof theHindu
gods Vishnu and i<rishna.' It would seem to
confirm that Indian colonists of both Hindu
and Buddhist faith had by then reached Bali
and that a Buddhist King then mled at least
part of the island. An ancient statue of the
Buddha in East Java close to Bali dates from
not later than the 4th century and is the most
ancient Hindu relic in the area.
Another Vaishnavite symbol widely used in
Indonesia, the garuda art motif shows Hinduism to have been in the region of at least
2,000 years ago and it cannot have taken long
to penetrate Bali also. The local rulers would
seem to have been impressed by the prosperity of India which resulted from commercial
expansion to the Far East. That Indian culture had a prestige value with which the Balinese must have wished to identify. Especially the saintly aura which Hindu priests could
confer on dynasties was a desirable means of
enhancing the prestige of local rulers. It
would seem the Brahmins were invited to BaIi
precisely for this purpose (though such direct
influence is by no means proven to date).
They may well have brought their retinues
and settled at Balinese courts as spiritual guides
to the local princes. The latter desired to be
consecrated themselves but had no incentive
to impose a private faith on the animistic
rnasses who kept to their traditional ways.

rule and in fact the kings of Mataram

Brahmanism is an exclusive faith which
erects rigid caste barriers. Although these
may not have become widely accepted in BaIi
until the 14th century, by then the native Balinese were relegated to the lowest caste, such

very area where subsequently both Javanese
and Dutch were to land on an island encircled
by inhospitable reefs. Perhaps the dynasty
ruled for two centuries. The builder of the
royal bathing pool at Tirtha Empul below
Tampaksiring may have been one of its members. He constructed it in 962 and it remains
one of the chief tourist attractions and oldest
monuments, situated in the central part of the

influences must have long been at work. Even
today, only some 7% of the populationbelong

to the three privileged classes, the Triwangsa.

Certain rudimentary Hindu beliefs penetrated
among the masses by such means as the Wayang shadow-plays, but by and large they
kept to their old beliefs, since nobody had
any interest in encouraging them to do otherwlse.

It was not until the 1lth

century that Javadegree of literacy
in Bali when Hinduism became widely established. For the intervening centuries, the following are the somewhat controversial highlights of early Balinese history:

nese influence led

to some

. The Central
Javanese kingdom of Mataram
was founded n 7 32 by King Sanjoyo, who is
said to have ruled beyond Sumatra to parts of
India. An inscription from that year found in

were

perhaps a separate dynasty thrust eastw?rq.by
incursions of the Sailendras. Their beliefs
blended aspects of Hinduism and Bucidhism

and may h-elp to explain how the religion of
Bali later evolved a curious blend of both
these with ancestor-worship so typical of ancient Indonesia, while Buddhism curiously
survives in Bali today as a branch of Hinduism
rather than an independent faith.
According to Tang records from China, the

,rurn. wui also the surname of the Sriwijayan
rulers, whose sway once reached to the frontiers of Thailand.

A pillar near Sanurbeachdated 913 suggests

a Buddhist settlement in southern Bali,

the

island.

The first evidence of intermarriage between
rulers of East Java and Bali dates from 977 .lt
is corroborated by authentic evidence ofavisit
to Chirta at this time by a Balinese envoy.
There seems to be firm evidence to attest the
Balinese royalty of the time as partly of
Khmer or Cham origin from Indochina. The
marriage referred to produced the greatest of
all the Balinese rulers, Airlangga, whose own
very mixed origins bear witness to the cosmopolitan influences then at work in Bali.

The fact that his Javanese wife Mahendradatta takes precedence over all inscriptions
for at least 22 years irnplies that Balinese
33

royalty was regarded as inferior to that of Mataram. This princess is important for the subsequent history of the Balinese dance and the

than the south and east. When Muslim rulers
managed
the refugee
-to .colonize all of Java,probably
court-of Mojopahit
fled to Bali.
Ihe
arrival on the scene of the Dutch saved ihern
from becoming a Muslim colony, so that they
have retained t-he Hindu faith to'ihis day.

forces of evil.

terms

- Widespread disrespect for the memory of
the foreign queen and a very real fear of her
power suggest a major family revolution. She
may have tried to supplant the claims of her
son by preferring Javanese elements, even us-

among the higher castes of Hinduism and the
indigenous Balinese made subservient to them

easy

country into nine kingdoms and ruled from
Gelgel as the chief of the rajas of BaIi.

Sub

ing witchcraft to attain her ends. It is not
to sift the ma
to her precise role,
the alien Javanese
were not popular with the Balinese, any more
than was the introduction at this time'of Old

may already have been dead. An unknown
then gained access to the palace of her

tified

Ba

in
to
markets of Batavia
however expanded
near-by islands of L

Bati
the

ene_my

husband
Y-duy*r, murdered him
ed the residence.

ind

destroy-

Mt Wonogiri-though later acceded to pressure
to return to BaIi. He was by marriage heir to
the East Javanese court of Dharmawinssa and
the only Balinese to rule outside his 5wn is-

BaIi, though it took them another half
tury to absorb the south.

cen-

The. nobility of. four courts successively
committed mass suicide rather than face con-

ance. With the mbd-

nation, the Balinese
by the half-Balinese
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Notes on the New Marches (Xinjiang)
Dauid Crook

Setting-up State Fsrms in the Wildentess

'This Chinese farmer worked with me on

it

so easy to make up our minds,' and he smiled at one of the vice-heads of the farm who

to

see

him on his home ground''

We ourselves went

to Shihezi later on a
gobi. And after we'd transformed one expanse of wildemess and set up a state farm,
we move d on to another stretch of sand and
stones. In these last 30'years we've built
ten reservoirs to trap the snow melt and dug
thousands of irrigation channels. Enough
to water 8,600 hectares of land for our crops
and grruing for 400,000 sheep and cattle in

the KMT forces in Xinjiang, including their
commanders, mutinied against Chiang Kaishek and came over to us at that time. We
gave this lot a few weeks 'education' in
Urumqi first, explaining that they'd been
fighting on the wrong side in. a war of liberation. Then we took them into our PLA
and marched with them across the Gobi
(the stonv desert that Marco Polo described
iOO y.-J ago) to reclaim the wilderness and
set up state farms.'

There are 18 big state farms in the Shihezi

this Shihezi area.'

This was part of the success story of
Shihezi, which includes a model city of over
hatf a million, with w'ell laid-out tree-lined
streets, an impressive .woollen textile mill
and other modern industry ranging- from
hydro-electric power and cement plants to
paper mills and beet sugar factories. But
Shihezi is only a tiny part of the vast Xinjiang Uygur autonomous region, which covers
16 per cent of China's total area-though it
has only 1 per cent of China's population.
Xinjiang as a whole has its problems, but they
will be dealt w-ith elsewhere.
Disp elling lllusions ab out Americ a

than in the rest of my life.)

We visited one of the giant farms, which
has a population of 22,000. It is headed by
one of those former KMT soldiers who made
the 13-day trek 30 years ago. 'I came from a

We went to Xinjiang for a working holi
day-to grve a refresher course at Xinjiang

University to Chinese teachers of English
from all over the autonomous region. And
we took with us three American films as
35

teaching aids, not merely for language study
but to help provide a realistic understanding

of American society.

I-in Biao-Gang of Four propaganda presented American society as totally evil. After
their fall there was a swing to the opposite
extreme. Not only American science and

the US of
process th

of the
state-

ment that
ct and
drew the conclusion that not only was there
puch- good to learn from Ameritan society
but also much evil to avoid.
Breaking a Month-long Fast

On the way to the hall where the film was
shown we were shyly approached by two
Uzbek Srrl students. 'I1ts our festival of

rozyet the

'It's to

a year and paid only $2,000 in taxes. The
American euphoria reached its climax early
last year, during Deng Xiaoping's visit to US.
Some little time ago the 'America fever'
began to abate and give way to a more balanced appraisal. But illusions die hard and we
felt it might be useful to show some realistic American films.
One of them was Nightmare, which China
has bought, dubbed into Chinese and put on

general release. It is a merciful antidbte to
some other Chinese film purchases such as
Conaoy and Future Worlds. Nightmare istlne
story of two American girl students of the
University of Southern California, one black,
one white. They naively go touring together
through the deep south. When -their car

black girl is killed, the white one eventually
released. The film makers state that the
incidents portrayed actually happened (in the
late '60s and early '70s; the film was released
in the mid-'70s).

Musli.ms'month
you like to visit
minority nationality students?'

Next day we received another invitation.

ty

nationality-one Uyg.,r, one Uzbek. We
cheerfully accepted all the invitations.

E--lV bn the festival morning my Sri
_
Lankan colleague and I, both weaiing gailycoloured Xinjiang skull caps and accompanied by two Han friends, were driven by

our Hui driver to the mosque. We had originally taken it for granted that Isabel would
come with us, but we learnt in good time that
women were not admitted. She was not the
only one excluded. When our two Han friends
made to go in with us the driver suggested
that they wait outside.

We ourselves were courteously ushered
towards the front of the congregation, where
we knelt as long as we could bear to, then
gave in and squatted uncouthly on the carpetdecked floor. The intervals of standing were
a relief. The service; we had been told, would
be ove r in an hour and a half. Actually it lasted
two hours and a half according to the oldfashioned pendulum clock on the wall behind
the imam. (This was, incidentally, two hours
behind the Chinese national standard time

of 'separatist ideology').
The prolongation of the service was due
to the late , arrival of a visiting Egyptian
delegation. The delay caused iome'-mursign

ed to believe that such things happened in
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day

celebrat

told, fille
ed right
main th
traffic had to detour.
Was all this a sign of a religious revival in
China? We had asked ourselves that question
six months earlier in Chengdu, capital of

done

bv

some churches (alms giving is a basic

tenet of the Muslims who alio incidentally

A little girl of the Kazak nationality of the
Xinjiang Uygur autonomous region.

flavour. This was achieved by ornately designed coloured carpets on the floor and
hangings on the walls, shining copper and
brassware on the tables and cawed wooden
chests. We sat down to a holiday spread of

modernization. But all in all

that stuff.

I just wanted to

it

would be

a

of all this,

washed down with strong drink

see what was

going on.'

While I was at the mosque , Isabel was hold'
ing the fort in the lecture hall. At noon we
went together to call on the Uzbek vicepresident of the university, together with
the three Han vice-presidents. The flat was
on the campus and, Iike the other half-dozen
minority nationality homes we visited that
day, was different from that of our Hart
friends' homes. It had a distinctively national

We did this, on our own insistence, on foot,
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their own language into English and back
without going through Han.
Such training is not easy. Minority university students dften have only a limiied com-

Languages and Lifestyle of a Multi-National

Region

Our month in Xinjiang was not all mutton,
melons and movies. We lectured on the
English language and American literature and
history; on how to make the students, and
teachers' English more natural and idiomatic
by freeing it from the influence of Chinese
*{ry.. ended_up with a lecture entitled ,Tips
to Guides and Interpreters'.

at-

aI!. This may be because they have attend-

ed Han secondary schools or have been
burdened with the extra task of leaming Han
in order to enter un versity. Meanwhil-e the
Han students, free from this extra task (they
do not, as a rule, learn more than a few

phrases

study E
their tra
on; and the struc-

#5#11'.::Tr

not, as a rule, enabled them to
keep up with their Han fellow students as
vantages have

their language study proceeds.
regron.

Another reason for this is that the minorities believe stro-ngly that all work and no play
makes Jack a dull boy, while the Hans [end
to bury themselves in their books. yet the
Hans avow.edly. admire the minorities' enjoyment of life, just as the minorities adririie
F9 HTr' diligence in study. Both acknowledge that they should learn frorn the otherwithout .dg11g much about it. Meanwhile,
since their lifestyles differ they have imposed
on themselves in the

oms on different
of the same floor.

st

Sometimes even this cumbersome procedure
is not available. Some recent Canadian visitors to- Nanshan, a pasture region in the
wooded mountains an hour's -drive from

jli':

midnight o.,. and t_o
:X'i',ll#f
tlr. minorities, whenever the spirii moves
them, late at night or over weekinds. knock
off for a song and a dance
So while the unviersity scrupulouslv carries
out the Chinese Communist Pa:rty's policy towards national minorities and Lnsirres ihat
they constitute 60 per cent of the total student body, (which matches their proportion
of Xinjiang's population), in the Engfsh Depaxtment the percentageis lower-or Las been
until now. The university administration is
doing its.best to set this right. tt has for some
nority students with a

the entrance exam
but this involves the
students not being up
So the plan is now to
epaxatory year at the
they will upgrade not
s;
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only their English but also their Han and their
knowledge of their own languages. In addition, this semester the English Department is
admitting an entire new class of 20 'minority'
students. Such measures will pave the way
for direct interpretation between English and
Uygur.

Turpan-a Flourishing Oasis on the
Old Silh Route
Even direct interpretation will not in itself
satisfy the,needs of foreign visitors to Xinjiang. What is needed are competent interpreters and knowledgeable guides-preferably
rolled into one. We felt this when, at the end
of our course, we drove for a full day across
the stony gobi to Turyan (Turfan) on the
ancient Silk Route.

The Turyan depression is a 5,000 square
mile oasis 500 feet below sea level-the lowest
point in all China. As we approached it in the
mid-aftemoon we closed the windows of our
(non-airconditioned) minibus, the breeze
blowing in being hotter than the air inside.
We soon had to slow down and finally to
stop: the water in the radiator was boiling.
It gushed up like a geyser when the driver remove d the radiator-cap to pour in cooler water
from a kares-one of the underground irrigation channels originally devised in ancient
Persia to limit evaporation. Midsummer temperatures can go up to 49"C in this area.
Turpan was influenced by Indo-Iranian civi
hzation nearly 2,000 years ago and later by
Arabian culture. The blending of these ancient civiliZations with that of the Hans, and
Turpan's location on the Silk Route make it a
place of exceptional historical interest. It
contains fascinating ruined cities, remarkably
presewed by the dry climatei picturesque
mosques with towering minarets and Buddhist cave temples, richly decorated with
brightly coloured murals and sculptures-until
they were plundered by Westem academic
kleptomaniacs at the beginning of this century. .To do justice to the remaining cultural
relics one needed a guide with a knowledge of
history and preferably of Uyg..r, Han and
English. Unfortunately our visit coincided
with that of other groups of tourists; so on
our first day we were provided with a charming 2?-year-old Uygur woman, who had married at 15 and had three children (regulations
on late marriage and family planning do not
apply to minority nationalities). She had a
good command of the Han language, but not
suryrisingly she had not managed to become a

competent guide. She was, however, an excellent singer-as we discovered at the folk song
and dance concert in which she performed
that evening. Next day we were fortunate in
having a young historian from the local
museum, who brought the dead cities to life

for us.
Minority -Majority N ation Relations

The 78-hour train journey back to Beijing,
through deserts, beside r
and at last across the gre
gave us time to pond
Xinjiang.
The .proportion

of Hans in this vast but

sparsely populated region has grown greatly
since its liberation 30 years ago. 'The Hans

don't want to be here and the "minorities"
don't want them here,' one person told us.
That is a dangerous half-truth. True, life
styles differ and conditions are in some ways
harder-especially for Hans accustomed to big
city life in other parts of China. And between
a dozen different peoples, all understandably
proud of their own history and culture, some
friction is hard to avoid. The Western media
and China-lyatchers have recently reported

skirmishes between Hans and minority
nationalities. We ourselves saw none during
our month in Xinjiang. And on the university campus, :rmong the vice-presidents,
teachers, students, drivers, cooks-who included Hans, Uygurs, Kazaks, Uzbeks and Tartars-relations appeared to be good. The
same applied to our three weekend trips and
our trip to Turpan.
But we did hear of distuftances around the
beginning of this year (1980). At Aksu, for
instance, a town halfway between Urumqi

in north Xinjiang and the

ancient city of

Kashgar in the economically less prosperous
south. A young Uygor, we were told, had too
much to drink and started a fight (Xinjiang
'minorities' themselves told me that nearly all
of them disregard the Muslim ban on alcohol,
though they observe the tradition of not
eating pork). The police, militia and militarv
tary had been given
siven instructions not to use
firearms. to quell civil disturbances and these
instructions were carried out. But in disarming and anesting the man force had to be
used-and he died. When word of his death
got round among the overwhelmingly Uygrrr
local population there was rioting in the
streets. Again no firearms were used and this
time no one was killed on either side.

But sometimes tension could be sensed,
in Urumqi-witness the Hui-driver's

even
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objection to our two Han friends entering
the mosque on the day of the festival. Thii
had not surprised us. For with the end of
Gang-of-Four repressiveness, the minority
nationalities feel more free to express their
thoughts and feelings. These include dissatisfaction with the failure for many years to
fully implement the Chinese Communist
Party's policy and constitutional gua.rantees
of equality-plus for the minorities-. It was

frozei gobi leading 2,000 KMT mutineers to
into state farms is one of
these. M*y other Hans responded to the
Communist Party's call to go west and build
up the border regions in the '50s. We found
over a d
change the desert

Foreign

rng

resP

Urumqi,

More recently, Communist Party leaders,
determined to deal with the long-neglected
problem o f majority-minority nationality relations, sent a Cental Committee Secretariat
delegation, headed by Communist Party
General Secretary Hu Yaobang, to Tibet.
Its report,
implement
prevalence

had a dual

The historical background of these events
is that the minority nations of China are on
the whole at a less advanced stage of social
and economic development than the Han
. majority. This has produced on the part
of many Han officials (cadres), at best a
paternalistic attitude to the 'minorities',
at worst a sense of superiority towards themin Marxist terms 'Han chauvinism'. On the
other hand many Hans are dedicated to
rurity and put
helping to build
er regions. The
ecretary who as
a young PLA man trekked 13 days across the
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ty nationality areas-including Xinjiang.
Can China solve her nationalities problem?
Or is she, too, in for a'nightmare'tl.e that in
the American film shown to students and
teachers at
in Xinjiang
are being ta
and to replace Han cadres with cadres of
minority nationalities. This seems to be-the
trend all over the People's Republic. Such
steps are vital to rnaking China i truly multinational state.

Sampling the National People's Congress

'lhe official reports made at the recent National People's Congress haae been
widely circulated both in.China and in the world press. But little of the speeches
made at the NPC panel discussions, to which the People's Daily deuoted a total of
12 full pages, haue been translated into any foreign language. 'fhe following is an
English translation of what we haae culled from those pages, which represents of
cowrse only a small

fraction of what has been printed in the People's Daily.

Zhou Chuanjia (Shanghai)-The capital investments in the years 1979, 1980 and 1981 all
amount to 50,000 million yuan. I am of
the opinion that the scale of capital construction should be further cut back. In
fact, with the exception of energy exploitation, the transportation of coal and oil, and
transmission of electricity, all the other
items should be slashed back. Only thus
shall we be able to deflate our financial
deficits. . . . . During the past 30 years, the
economic results of our capital construction have not been satisfactory, and a great
deal of waste has occurred. In 1978 we
spent large amounts of our foreign reserves
to import 22bigplants, and now they have
become a burden on us. Take the polyethylene plant with a 600,000-ton capacity
imported for the Nanjing Chemical Plant.
It consumes several million tons of crude
oil a year, an amount which simply cannot
be guaranteed. Thus the plant is still sitting
there. We must take this as a lesson, and
not blame everything on the Gang of Four.
In future factory directors and managers
should be made to bear direct economic responsibilities. . . .
Wang Xianghao (Jilin)-There are too few secondary vocational and technical schools,

even fewer than the pre-Cultural Revolu-

tionperiod....

W

to do that? Nowhere in his report can we

find any concrete measure, . . .
Shinqin Losangjianzan (Tibet)-Oiyug in Xigaze district of Tibet is a semi-agricultural
and semi-pastorial area which used to combine agriculture, animal husbandry and
handicraft. At a high altitude and with a
short frost-free period, crops often suffer
from the cold weather. At one time stress
was put on agriculture, and the result was
that while farm yields showed satisfactory
result, animal husbandry and handicraft
had been neglected. People became poorer
and poorer. This is a lesson for us to
learn. . .

.

Ciren (Tibet)-Some comrades (in Tibet) talk
about the importance of the Tibetan lanBuage, but in fact they attached importance
only to the Han language. They look down
upon those who do not know the Han language.

Yuan Xuefen and Ni Guyin (Shanghai)-The
country derives one-sixth of its national revenue from Shanghai. Production has been
growing there, but the pollution caused by
industrial and other wastes has become a
very serious problem. . . . Every year enterprises in Shanghai deliver to the state a total of over 10 billion yuan in profit, which
is more than enough to build a city of the

ort on plan-

ilin)

says a

of heavy inon that of
agriculture and Iight industry, that is 'we
must speed up the development of agriculture and fight industry.' How are we going

tional costs amounting to several hundred
million, billions or even tens of billions

4t

farming without making farmers
theirownmasters?....
Now the first is to raise the people,s
standard of living and the second -to d-evep_rove

lop democracy....
Wang Weiyu (B

sum of over
posed Trade
ly approved

how-, such_ equipment by itself cannot
produce advanced p,roducts. The key to
raising scientific levil lies in institutions of

much! M*y in Qinghua (Tsinghua) Uni
versity resented it. . . .
Liu Da (B.erjine)-It is not right that it takes
only a few words by a minister or a vicepremier for decision to be made on any im-

dictators!

Badai (Xinjiang)-After Liberation, the ratio
of national minority students in all categories of schools suw io*e increase. But with
the campai
this ratio b
more steep

tion.

This

than that in
rate is 45 per
middled-aged
among the wh

causes. One is blindly copying the Soviet
Union. There has been too much centralization. . . . Another is the spread of military communism into all fields, bringing
with it egalitarianism. . . . Yet another was

N;;;;'#.
c-rac-y

to develop political demoan{ economic flexibility, to ensure

areas

of national minorities.

shortcomings in our work. I believe there
ar9 the following problems to be resolved:
(1) Blindly givin"gbrders. Profitless labour
has been on the decrease. But there is

the latter by the former. . . .
. . . . Even now workers and peasants

practic4lly have Iittle power, a[ decisions
being made by leaders. How can you im42

known. . .

.(2) We often talk about res-

pecting science and objective laws, but
have done little about them. . . . To do a
good job, one has to have specialized
knowledge. To rely entirely on Marxism is
not enough. We have committed many
stupidities by going against objective laws.
is hoped that we shall make fewer mistakes of that kind. (3) Squandering resources is not considered a crime, while
comrption is. But in fact the former often
brings greater damage. . . . In future legal
steps should be taken against those who
squander public funds and resources.
(4) Bureaucracy and low efficienry.

hundred million peasants form the basrc
labour force for the realization of our Four
Modemizations, but among most of them
there exists the question of a low level in

It

Zhan Ziyang (Sichuan)-For our -economic
,..orrti*"-tion *rere are both favourable
and unfavourable conditions. I believe

ward. This include energy resources'

.

transportation, harbours, etc.-of- course'
also education and science and technology.
If we do well in restructuring and building
an infrastructure, we shall be able to imour economic effectiveness and tap
prove
-our
immense potentialities.

city, 11.1 per cent of the cadres above
production brigade level and 18 per cent of
the party members are illiterate. I believe
that, to realize the modernization of production, we first have to modemize the
level of knowledge, for it is the people who
will be working for modernization. Therefore I propose that a policy has to be
made clear 1o all tg carry out adult education among peasants and workers and overall on-job training.
Yang Dezhi (Pe
the present it
my to ac[iev
therefore the
will not be able to make any great progress.
Comrades in our forces should understand the difficulties our country is going
through and-look at the situation as a
whole, so that we see the relationship
between defence constmction and economic
construction in its proper light.
Gu Dachun (Hubei)-Allmatters of importance

household is already as high as 10,000 yuan
. . . . Therefore the central authorities
decisions on economic
rovinces and regions to

le of economic division
hese regions.

Y

period of
devote its
potentialipecially to
the reform of old enterprises.

Wu Yuanfu (Tianjin)-The nearly 100 million
administrative staff and workers and several

in an enteryrise at the basic level should
be placed before its workers' congress for
discussion and decision. Leading members
of an enterprise should resolutely carry
out the decisions made by its workers'
congress. Leading cadres of an entelprise
should be selected through the combined
process of selection by both the rank and
file and the leadership. If you are talented, have a good ideological grounding and
are enthusiastic in working, the rank and
file will elect you. Otherwise they will
censure you or even throw you out of your
job, exercising the people's right to supervise
over the cadres.

Fan

d
h
n

cadres who failed to get
one locality were named in
another locality for election. In one fac-

people. Some
elecled

in
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tory more than 80 candidates

were nomi-

were correct.

Zhao Chmgou (Shanghai)-What is exposed
now in the press are mostly flies, small
cats or cub tigers. A reporter has to go
through many formalities to get his report
exposing lawlessness into print. A report,
after going through the related party committee, usually. comes out more vague.
Take the press story which exposes the
former responsible member of Xiyaqg
county as example. Why isn't he named?
Maoy people as yet don't know who he
really is. In my opinion, if in a press story
there is nothing libellous or no distortion
of facts, or if the stbry is written in the interest of the people and it is meant to
help resolve the related question, there is
no need to send the report for scrutiny by
the related departments. It is hoped that
the legal committee will draw a press law
which clearly set out the responsibilities,
authority and duty of the responsible member of a newspap-er, editors and reporters,
so as to ensure that the reporter can give
full play to his own initiative and, under

During the period from 1958 to the
Cultural Revolution, the central authorities
then were no longer that prudent. AntiRightist, anti-regional nationalism, the'five
antis' in urban areas and the 'four cledrs' in
the countryside-this whole series of campaigng, which all began with 'anti', were
actually all antiRightist, and they were all
exaggerated.

Hu Oili (Tianjin)-The over-concentration of
power often leads to its opposite: The d,ecimation of power, the multiplication of
administrative levels which shove decision-making from one to another, and
er's way. Just
has said, the
who actuaJly
blamed. One
should trace all this to the system itself.
It is our country's administrative machinery which compels the cadres to do what
they haVe teen doing. To reSolve the problems which now trouble us, we have to go
to their roots"

Cri

Dezhi (Liaoning)-Comrade Hua Guofeng devoted almost one-fourth of his

of them were freely named by the people.
Full consultations were carried out. Ttre
p-eople usually found the deputies thus

Ji$ni (Tibet)-The peacetul
liberation of Tibet and the'democratic re-

Ng-?poi Ngawang

elected satisfactory.

Wang Feng_ (Xinjiang)-Before 1957 our party's _work in national minority regions was
usually prudent. Peaceful land reform was
carried out in the agricultural areas. On
pasturage land no struggle or sharing the
herds was allowed and no class distinition
was made. The policy is one of upholding
the mutual- interests of both herd owners
and herdsmen. As to minority cadres they
all had authorities and responsibilities appropriate to their positions. During this
44

vastation and damage. The Four Modemizations would not 6e possible if we didn,t
overcome bureaucracy.
Zhang Dihua (Anhui)-The duplication of gov-

ernment organs, overstaff, failure to

separate the government and party-all this
breeds bureaucracy which has not only
lowered our efficiency but also resulted in
fruitless labour and has thus become a
stumbling-block to the Four Modemiza-

not to say anything about rousing the
people's enthusiasm. Bureaucracy, the
patriarchal rule, the right for only one man
to speak his mind-all this can be overcome
or avoided by developing socialist demo-

tions.

cracy and unfolding criticisms.

Tong Yulan (Liaoning)-There are still many
questions about how local NPC standing
committees at all level can play their parts.
There are one chairman and three vicechairmen for NPC standing committee of
Beizhen county. Two are on sick leave,
one is 7 5 atd I am the only one who carr
still work at 61. What can you do with
such a crew?

Bainqen Erdini Ooigyi Gyaincain (Tibet)Tibet must really exercise its re gional
minority autonomy under the unified
leadership of the party central committee.
The right to exercise autonomy means the
right of the autonomous minorities to
really be their own masters in politics,
economy and culture. In Tibet we demand
autonomous power for it is a fairly special
autonomous region with its peculiar natural conditions, geological environments,
national features, economic structure, reIigious belief, way of life, culture and arts,
and mentality. Marxist-Leninists advocate
ions have to go through
and that particular
e to be resolve d by
. Therefore, like the
other autonomous regions, Tibet should be
accorded a full degree of autonomy.
Some years ago, as a result

of the

de-

Luo Yuangfa-China has been a feudal society
for a very long time. Feudal autocratic
ideas are still firmly imbedded in our
minds. Therefore it is still a strenuous
task to build up our country into a modernized, and highly democratic and civilized socialist power. For this purpose we
have yet to do our utmoSt.
Ma Dayou-The quality of the service of our
civic aviation is so low that it has become
ridiculous. Not long ago when a delegation
embarked upon a trip to Australia, they
had to pay foreign currencies, even for that
leg of the travel within China, when they
bought their package air fares. On their
return trip when their luggage was overweight between Guangzhou and Beijing,
they were made to pay for the extra with
foreign currencies. It is really stupid that
Chinese travelling in their own country had
to pay their fares with foreign currencies.
The government is responsible for this
kind of phenomenon, for that was the result of the issuing of foreign currency
certificates....Therefore I would like to
propose that the foreign currency certificates be withdrawn from circulation and
that within the boundaries of China only
renminbi be allowed to circulate.

Hu Lijiao (Henan)-In the past 30 years thj
total amount of investments provided by
the state for Henan reached 28;b00 million
yu
4,7 b0 million yu:rn, or

16
Iio
du

to agriculture, 710 milr cent, went to light inmillion yuan, oi 67.5

are masters, but the Han cadres make all
the decisions.'
Luo Yuanfa and Zhang Hancheng-Now there

in the allotments to

taliation against those who have ventured
criticism. Wherever there is no democracy,
or are no criticism and anti-criticism, there
will remain only a pool of Stagnant water,

these various sectors.

Now we are doing our best to correct this
imbalance. Agriculture is the foundation
of our national economy. We must first
increase agricultural production. . . .
Gu Zhuoxin (Anhui)-1978 was a year of
serious drought in Anhui. But the total
amount of grain production still reached
14.8 million tons, which was close.to nor45

mal years. 1979 was a very good year. The
statistics show that the figure for grain pro-

duction was 16.1 million tons. But the actual amount should be no leis than 17.5

tons above the quota. This had been the
highest in history.

further serious disasters, however, the level
of last year cuut still be maintained.
In the first six months of this year, the
province's industrial production saw an increase of 16.6 per cent over that of the corresponding period last year. The rate of
gror,rth for heavy industry was 6.6 per cent
and that for light industry reached 28.5
per cent. Light industry had greatly moved ahead.

What shall we do to make our national
economy even more flexible. This is a crucial question in our economic construction.
The key now is to emancipate our minds,
make our policies more flexible, further
eradicate the pernicious influence of the
'Left', resolutely reform our economie
management system, and resolve the problem of over-centralization of and over-rigid
control on our economy.

Liu Yuanxiang, Wang Xiulan, Xin Zhiying

and Gao Yutian (Hubei)-The peasants are
not very h"ppy about some of the current
policies. tr'or example:
employment: The peasants have
-Factory
no access to it. According to current policies, industrial workers are to be recruited from among those who live upon
commodity grains, not those from the
rural areas.
-Conscription: The new principle of this
year is to draft more people from cities
and towns.
-Cadres: Cadres are no longer to be promoted directly from workers, peasants
and soldiers whose cultural levels are low.
-Enrolment: Because of the low quality
of education in the countryside, the ratio of students there admitted through
examination is lower than in the cities.
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Gao Yutian-Now dl the enterprises are to
turn their losses into profits. In the end
it is the peasants who will suffer.

Hu Sheng (Shanghai)-A different fare is set
for foreigners who travel by train. This was
based on a decision made by the Ministry
of Railways and approved by the State
Council. Chinese and foreigners are asked
to pay different prices for the same thing
and the same service. Sometimes there is
yet another price for overseas Chinese. Is
this appropriate? This needs some rethink.
There is also the question of foreign exchange certificate. We don't know whether
this was a decision made carefully after
weighing all the pros and cons. But it
seems to us that this was a decision made
in a hurry. Since the institution of these
rules, there have been some very strong
reactions and criticisms. Yet none of the
responsible organizations have made any
convincing replies. (Shi Lin interjects: The
two-price system must be abolished. The
foreign exchange certificate should be withdrawn.)

Hou Zonglian (Shaanxi)-Under the influence
of the force of habit in which senority decides everything, one -finds a great deal of
resistence to promoting people who are
really capable and are in their prime.
For the present there are too many leaders.
In our college we have party secretaries
and directors, altogether 12 of them. This
is too many. And we also have too many
department heads, section heads and midlevel administrative personnel.
Wang Huide (Beijing)-The organizational law

of the NPC should be revised later.

We

should put people who hold only one job,
i.e. their job in the NPC, and who are in the
prime of their life on the Standing Committee of the NPC. Positions in the NPC
should not be honorary and be reserved for
the old who have to be placed somewhere.
A number of committees and sections
should be set up
mittee so that it
organization.
should be taken
the grgaq of power. Liberation has begun
to take place in the economic field, but not
ye! in the political field. Whenever anything bourgeois is mentioned, one has to
add that it is decadent and that ours is a
thousand times superior to it. When Lenin
wrote his Sfafe and Reaolufton before the
October Revolution, he still thought that it

was a simple thing to run a country which
required only that the people could read,
and therefore anybody could run a country. After two years in power, he began to
reilized that this won't do, and theiefore
he-sent,people to Switzerland specificaily
to learn how to run a country.

Oian Zhongtai
function as
mittee shoul
members a]l
NPC should be cut down to not more than
600. As it is now, with its several thousand
members, it can hardly discuss any problem. It is hoped that this can be resblved

by the time of the Sixth NPC.

Wang Ruoshui (Beijing)-Our economy
changing. What follow
tical reforms. But it is
cognized. Take the NPC
great deal has yet to be d

is

the
Prac

computers is very high, but five of such
computers were imported within a year.
Had any accountant been called in for
consultation before that purchase? The
waste at"some places is fiightening. For
years I have been living near a construction site at North Taiping Z};ruang. The
workers there just took things easy" .Strikes
are common in some other countries, but
go-slow in our country is even more devastating, and nobody is doing anything about
it. The waste of bricks and timber at that
site was also frightening, with timber
scattered all around the work site. For
years people living in the vicinity did not
need to buy any fuel. I call upon the
various departments of the central autho.
rities to put a brake on bureaucracy and
stop squandering.

Zhang

Wenyu

long period
ideas have
nants of fe
biggest stumbling-block

a special
nd ftudal
The remform the
to our moderni-

the
before the NPC merely for some discussion.

This is really not the proper way to exercise the highest power.

But when they came to China for a visit
they found that 'Chinese are more obsessed
with ranks than the people in the West.
It was not easy to eradicate this.' The
party central committee has decided to
abolish cadres' Iife-tenure and

were neither here nor there and therefore
the Ministry of Metallurgy has been asked
to do more careful self-examination.
Some of the imports are of very poor
standards. The price for the observitory

greatly
strengthen democracy and the rule of law.
But we still have to take many forceful
measures before we can step by step
eradicate the remnants of feudal autocracy and go ahead smoothly with our
modernization.
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Zhao Dan
Patricia Wilsan
followed by the film he was
career , Street Angel.
That same year also witnessed the outbreak
of the Sino-Japanese War, which closed all
the Shanghai studios and theatres for a
time as the film and theatrical artists moved
south and inland to Chongqing, the wartime
capital, and to other parts of the country.
Mr Zhao and some friends travelled farther to
Xinjiang, where they were thrown into prison
by the local warlord and remained incarcerated
in horrifying conditions for five years. With
his release and the defeat of the Japanese, Mr
Zhao retgrned to Shanghai, where he made
The Three Beauties and the most significarrt
film of the period, Crows and Sparrow,s, completed just as Shanghai was liberated by the
Communist forces in 1949.
Crossroad.s, soon

to love best in his long

The fifties and sixties saw a maturing of
his art. His early sparkling, exuberant performances became more controlled and profound as he tackled historical and heroic
themes. His best films of these years were

Zhao Dan

Zhao Dan, one of the legendary figures of
the Chinese cinema, died on 10 October in a
Beijing hospital of cancer at the age of 66.

A handsome, bold, charismatic figure, with
his famous gravel voice, he is considered by
many to have been China's greatest film actor
and indeed one of the finest in the world. In
a poem he wrote last year summing up his
career spanning almost

fifty

years, he said:

Great ups and downs, mine is a strange fate;
Twice in jail, yet my hair remains black.
Sour, sweet, bitter, spicy-such extremes;
In heaaen and hell,I sought the jewel of art.

Few actors in China ever reached his peak

or were so bitterly attacked. He made his
first film, a silent movie, just as he graduated

with honours from the Shanghai Art Academy
in 1934. A talented artist and actor, he ddcided to pursue the latter career. Appearing
both in films and on the stage, he litrieved
overnight stardom in 1937 with his film
48

Li

Shizhen*, Nie Er, Sea Soul. Lin Zexu artd

Red Crag. He played the leadingrole brilliant-

ly in the politically much criticized fiTm T:he
Story of Wu Xun.t He also returned to the
stage for a memorable interpretation of the
role Qu Yuan** in the play of the same name.
*Li

Shizhen, a 16th century herbalist and pharmacologist
who compiled Ben Cao Cang Mu, a 52-volume pharmacopoeia and classic in Chinese pharmacology.
Nie Er, the young Chinese musician who wrote the music
for the song March of the Volunteers, which was to
become China's National Hymn,
Lin Zex.u, the 19th century viceroy who was removed
from his office in Guangdong and exiled to Xinjiang
for banning the import of opium and advocating resistance to the British imperialists in the Opium War.
Red Craig is the film version of a novel with the same tide
which describes the activigies of underground communists
in Chongqing during the post-w.r years.

tThe film depicts a begger in 19th century Shandong who
collected alms to rufl a school for poor children.

**Qu Yuan was a great poet and statesman of the 3rd
tury BC.

cen-

Zhao Dan (L) and Huang

Zhongying (his actress
wife) co-star in the film
Happiness Rhapsody

(1e47).

Zhao Dan (R) in the title
nrle

ofl,f

Shizhen

With the start of the Cultural Revolution rn

fortunate died or committed suicide.

After the arrest of Jiang Qing and other
of the Gang of Four in 1976, Mr

members

Zhao returned to normal life, making several
stage and television appearances, visiting foreign countries, writing three books about his
life as an actor and directing a play.

Just as he entered hospital for tests this
summer, he agreed to play the leading role in
a Sino-Japanese feature film The Unfinished
Game of Chess. As he lay critically ill, he
received news that six of his films were to be
shown at a large retrospective of Chinese films
in London this October and where film critics
have acclaimed him as surely one of the finest
49

From left to right are Tao Jin, veteran actor and well-known
film director, Zhao Dan and the celebrated film artist Jovis
Ivens (1979 in Beijing).

courage and dignitv, giving what some members of his family termed 'his last and greatest

performance'. Among the well-wishers who
visited him were Chinese Communist Party
Chairman Hua Guofeng and Mrs Hua, while
Premier Zhou Enlai's widow, Deng Yingchao,
sent roses and a book of her late husbandls

Poems.
Zhao Dan as Viceroy Lin Zexu in the film of
the same name.

film actors in the world. In November:rr exhibition of his paintings, From 16 to 66,indicating his fifty years as an artist, will be on view
at the China National Art Gallery, Beijing.
He was twice married, first to artress Ye
Luxi, by whom he had two children, film director Zhao Mao and dancer Zhao Qing. In
1948 he married the beautiful actresJ and
had three

Zhao Jrr.,
o children
Angel, who tragically died

.
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in 1957.

in

Street

In his last days he faced his illness with

International recognition came late to Zhao

Dan. As more of his films are shown abroad
in future, film goers will realize that his death
has- deprived world cinema, and not only the
Chinese screen, of one of its greatest stars.
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Sleep Still a Mystery

Publishers' Dreamland

100 delegates at the three-day 20-nation 5lst
Conference on Sleep which ended here over the
weekend agreed that the subject is still as big a mystery as ever.

Their detailed findings will be edited in Switzerland and published early next year, but certain main
themes emerged.

Experts were unable even to agree on the number
sleep needed by a man or woman, aIthough most agreed that eight hours a day were probably too much.
Professor Piet Visser (Amsterdam University),
chairman of the, conference, said that the actual hours
of sleep varied according to the individual's body
rhythm or 'natural clock'.
While he considered eight hours were too long,
he felt there was a tendency to go to the other

of hours of

extreme and claim that four

to five hours were

sufficient.

In general, delegates believed that night work was
bad and carised socid isolation and unhappiness.
Lack of sleep did not automatically lead to stress,
several delegates stated. As long as the human body
was well nourished and rested, it could function with
little

sleep.

AFP, Amsterdam, 7 SePtember

Noteworthy Bastards
Dr George W. Jeffers speaks respectfully of

bas-

tards, and has spent three decades cataloguing some
of history's most famous ones.
Fidel Castro was a bastard. So were Pope John
XtrII, John James Audubon, Willy Brandt and John
Wilkes Booth, he says.
Jeffers,'a retired biolory professor from Longwood College, has compiled a list of about 1,000
noteworthy bastards, complete with a biographical
sketch of each,
His research shows that some of the world's greatest figures, in fields ranging from religion to the
sciences, were born outside the bonds of wedlock.

Here is a sampler of some of Jeffers' other

noteworthy bastards:

Adventurers-Sir Thomas Baskerville, Lawrence of
Arabia and John Fremont.

Artists-Paul Cezanne, Maurice Utrillo,

Church-Saint Alban, Saint Brigit, Constantine and
III, Clement VII, John XI and Leo V.
Leaders-Catherine the Great, Eva Peron, Moamar
Khadafy, Henry II of England, Philip of Macedon.

Popes Cditus

Fiction-Hiawatha,

neus and uiews

Billy Budd, Moll

Flanders,

TomJones.
Miscellaneous- Alois Hitler ( father of Adolf ), J ack
London, Joel Chandler Harris, Marilyn Monroe,
Charles Manson and Pericles.

UPI, Farmville, Virginia, 7 September

China has become a publishers' dreamland where

there are now 1,700 newspapers and magazines with
a total circulation of over 150 million
In the past two years, about 400 kinds of new

journals on natural and social sciences, literature and
art started publication, the Xinhua News Agenry
reported on 8 September.
In addition, over 100 newspapers and journals
have been revived,

Tlle People's Daily, orgat of the Communist Party
of China, will soon start the publication of an English
laaguage version, the agency said.

AFP, Beijing, 8 September

Swelling Ranks of Centenarians
Japanese centenarians rose by 3l to 968 in the
p:lst one year, and is expected to exceed the 11000
mark next year, the Health and Welfare Ministry said

today.

According to an annual list made public by the
ministry, centeilarians increased threefold in the past
decade from a 1970 total of 310.
Topping the list for the fourth straight year is Mr
Shigechiyo Izumi of the subtropical Tokunoshima
Island off Kagoshima prefecture (state), who was
born on June 29, 1865 and is now 115 years old' The
Guinness Book of R.ecords lists him as the world's
oldest person.

Of the 968 centenarians, there are only 174 men
against 794 women.
AFP, Tokyo, 9 September
Too Many Cooks SPoil the Omelet

broth.
The accident occurred while the cooks were trying
to turn over a tortilla (Spanish omelet) in a cooking
cornpetition.
In addition to the loss of face, the promoters lost
about HK$7,000 worth of ingredients, including 310
dozen eggs, 220 pounds of potatoes, 550 pounds of
onions, 330 pounds of red peppers, 270 quarts of oil
and 26 pounds of salt,
AFP, Madrid, 12 September

Now 10,000 Political Prisoners in USSR
Over tfie past year, the Soviet Union has carried
out some of the most severe and intensive campaigns

to

silence and suppress political dissent since the

Stalin era, the US State Department charged on 16
51

September.

Assistant Secretary

of

State Patricia Derian estimated there are now some 10,000 political prisoners
in the Soviet Union, 'many of them incarcerated in
labour camps under extremely harsh conditions injurious to their hedth.'
UPI, Washington, 16 September

'Frozen Zoo'
Alarmed about the rapid disappearance of exotic
animals, the nation's zoo-keepers have endorsed aplan
to set up a'frozen zoo' consisting of banks of sperm
and fertile eggs that will be shipped to breeding centres in five major locations.

'Natural habitat is disappearing at a frightening

rate,' said Dennis Merritt, assistant director of Chicago's Lincoln Park Zoo. 'In another generation zoos
and wildlife presen/es will be the only depositories of
exotic wild animals-the only place where they can be
seen.'

His 'species survival program' was endorsed on 16
September by 650 representatives of 200 American
and Canadian zoos and aquariums at tJre conference

of the American Association of Zoological Parks and
Aquariums. Merritt is chairman of the conservation
committee,
AP, Chicago, 17 September

National Costume for Thai Officials
Thailand has adopted a Mao-style shirt-jacket
designed by the king and popularized by the Prime
Minister

as

its national costume.

The stubcollared shirt, known as 'Sua

tan' (royally bestowed), may

for

Praracha-

replace Westem dress

government employees and be worn at offical
functions under a cabinet decree issued yesterday.
Worn with a sash in lieu of a belt, it was also
declared suitable for formal occasions. Both short
sleeves and long sleeves are permitted, and Thai silk
is de rigeur,

AFP, Bangkok,

l7

Setpember

Cuban Cosmonaut Aboard Soaiet Spaceship

A Cuban cosmonaut and a Soviet mission commander rocketed into space on the evening of 18 September aboard the Soyuz-38 spaceship, the Soviet
news agency Tass reported.

Cuban cosmonaut Arnaldo Tamayo Mendez is the
seventh non-Soviet to fly in the Soviet Union's intercosmos sPrrce Progrurm.

AP, Moscow, 18 September

Violence Against Women in US
One of every four girls born in tlle United States
will be raped or molested by the time she is 18 years
old, according to one of the speakers at a conference
on violence against women.

Furthermore, 1.8 ririllion American women have
been beaten by their husbands and probably 'many
more' cases go unreported, another speaker said.
Those were some of the statistics presented to
the 700 women from 30 states and several foreign
countries who attended the four-day National Conference on Violence Against Women that ended here
on 21 September.
AP, Denver, Colorado,22 September

First Woman Teacher at Eton
Eton College, one of Britain's most exclusive
private schools and a bastion of manly virtue, has
taken on the first woman teacher in its 540-year
history-a French school

mistress.

School govemonl on 23 September took the wraps
off Mlle Elaine Vogel, a 27-yea*old blonde Parisienne, who started giving French classes this term.

The arrival of a woman teacher is the latest in a
string of reforms at Eton that have opened the doors
on what w:rs once the jealously guarded presewe of
the bulldog breed.
AP, Eton, England, 24 September

Tallest Girl

A 2.35-metre (7 foot 8% inch) Chinese girl may be
the world's tallest living woman, China's Health News
suggested on 5 October.
The paper ran a photo of 16-year-old ZengJinlian
standing next to a 1,65-metre (5 foot 5 inch) woman,
and said the 1979 Guinness Book of World, Records
listed an American woman from Chicago as tallest at
2.32 metres (7 feet 7/r inches).
AP, Beijing,5 October
More Bespectacled Students in Singapore
As education levels rise in Singapore the eyesight
of its young students is apparently dimming.
Almost one in two 1& to l7-year-old secondary
school students are short-sighted now. Five years ago
one in three suffered from myopia.
AFP, Singapore, 5 October

Mosquitoes

Kill Cattle

Huge flocks of mosquitoes, hatihed by the floodwaters of hurricane Allen, apparently have killed cat-

tle by draining their blood, officials say.

l8-hour Baby Has Open-heart Operation
A baby boy has had successful open-heart surgery
here 18 houis after birth to become the youngest
person ever to undergo such an operation, South

The experts said the mosquitoes have been
brought under control but that at least 40 head of
cattle died on one ranch in only the second recorded
instance of mosquitoes killing cattle in the United

African medical experts said today.

States.

Edwin Smith, operated on 18 September by

a

of South African surgeons led by Professor Rob
Kinsley, was reported today to be in satisfactory
tcacn

condition at a Johannesburg hospital.
AFP, Johannesburg, 22 September
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Mosquito eggs are dependent upon water to hatch

and the summer &ought kept the eggs deposited
in the fields of the coastal plains from hatching until
hurricane Allen shovid ashore in Augrst.
UPI, College Station, Texas, 6 October
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